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“Who is building the Ukrainian economy today? Only businessmen. The general welfare of the country depends 
on how successful each of the players in the market is. We have initiated the creation of the club of the door market 
leaders, which aims to strengthen door companies. The onward movement is possible only due to communication, 
sharing experiences, learning, partnerships and finding new opportunities. We are working on it!”

Iryna Bolshuk – Project Manager of Door market leaders

Yevhen Potemkin, Owner of Modus company, 
initiator of the Club of Door market leaders

The purpose of the project

Door market leaders is the club of experts in 
the door market, which aims to create a platform 
for communication for all the industry players: 
door manufacturers and sellers, suppliers of 
components, materials and equipment for 
production.

An overview of important market issues, door 
market analytics, communication with other 
market players, training and business travel is 
something that will definitely be interesting for a 
company that wants to develop.

We focus on those who forge ahead!
 
The Concept is

To create a resource that will enable door 
market participants to:

• promote their product and find new 
partners;

• communicate their ideas to other market 
participants;

• participate in focused events;
• use the database of contacts, collected 

by the magazine;
•  use credible analytical information that 

is printed in the magazine.

The project includes:

— a magazine — the portal — meetings 
—  training — joint trips — catalogu of the 
companies. 

Iryna Bolshuk, Project Manager of 
Door market leaders

Tetiana Polischuk, Head of Customer Relations 
Department of the project Door market leaders.

The Team
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Worth visiting
News
Technologies

Door market in the faces

• Vladlen Hirin. Interior doors TM New style.
• Andriy Nosach. Entrance doors of TM STEELGUARD.
• Serhiy Draba. Interior doors of TM Rodos.

Research

• Social media, or Facebook role in promoting door companies.
• Export of doors to EU countries.
• The state of the steel door market yesterday, today and tomorrow.

Sales

• Retail for contemporaries.
• Anatomy of door sales.
• How kickbacks affect the company.
• Smart-ideas from leaders or advance tools.
• What should be a point of sale like in order to qualify for the “Interior of 

the Year” prize?

Business recommendations

• Improving the effectiveness of the executive.
• Personnel training. We reveal the secrets.
• Internet Marketing: From Creation to Power.

Catalog of door companies

6-13

14-19 

20-26

27-37

38-42

43-71

Content

2-nd edition of the magazine “Door market leaders”. Format 210x295. Coated paper. Offset 
printing. Circulation – 1500 pcs. Design and printing of advertising agency “Bigudi”. Photos by 

Dmitriy Barulin. Electronic version is at www.ldr.com.ua



Worth visiting

NOVEMBER 2017 – APRIL 2018

26.11 - 29.11.2017
The Big 5 Show 2017: The 38-th 
International Wide-section Exhibition of 
Construction

UAE, Dubai
Dubai World Trade 
Centre

www.thebig5.ae

30.01 - 02.02.2018
BUDMA 2018 The 27-th International 
Building Industry Exhibition

Poland, 
Poznan

Poznań 
International Fair

www.budma.pl

06.02 - 09.02.2018

FIMMA MADERALIA 2018 The 39-th 
International Exhibition of Machinery 
and Equipment for the Wood 
Processing Industry

Spain, 
Valencia

Feria Valencia
www.fimma-maderalia.
feriavalencia.com

20.03 - 23.03.2018
InterBuildExpo 2018 – The 24-th 
International Building Exhibition

Ukraine, 
Kyiv

International 
Exhibition Center

www.buildexpo.kiev.ua

21.03 - 24.03.2018

FENSTERBAU FRONTALE and HOLZ-
HANDWERK 2018 leading European 
exhibitions of windows, doors, facades, 
parts, components and construction 
technologies

Germany, 
Nuremberg

Exhibition Centre 
Nuremberg

www.frontale.de

25.04 - 28.04.2018
IDAExpo 2018 (International Door 
Association Expo) international door 
exhibition.

USA, Las 
Vegas

Las Vegas 
Convention Center

www.idaexpo.org
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PARTICIPATION FEE. SPECIAL PRICE FOR THE FIRST 10 PARTICIPANTS. MANDATORY PREVIOUS 
REGISTRATION. FOR RECEIVING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON PARTICIPATION AND PARTNERSHIP 

PACKAGES, ADDRESS TEL: (093) 501 65 46 TETIANA. LIDERDR@UKR.NET  WWW.LDR.COM.UA

THE DAY OF THE DOOR MARKET LEADERS
3-RD ALL-UKRAINIAN SPECIALIZED DOOR CONFERENCE

FEBRUARY, 22, 2018

Facebook YouTube Registration

ООО «Торгово-производственная 
компания «Андромеда»

м. Киев, ул. Славгородская, 47
+38 063 123 01 01 

info-andromeda@ukr.net
www.facebook.com/andromedamebel/
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Slate-Lite is a stone veneer, a revolutionary 
material consisting of a thin layer of stone and 
fiberglass or cotton base.

Due to this unique technology it became 
possible to separate thin sheets from the most 
beautiful shale blocks in the world. Each sheet 
is unique in its nature, because it preserves the 
tactile and appearance of a genuine stone.

The possibilities of Slate-Lite application 
are virtually limitless: wall and floor coatings, 
furniture and shower cubicles, facades of 
buildings and amazing light-colored objects 
and, of course, doors.

For manufacturers of doors stone veneer 

opens up unique possibilities. Both whole sheets 
and cut-out elements, as well as combinations 
of different decorations on one leaf, can be 
used. The material can be used on both internal 
and external doors. Pasting on the leaf and 
manufacture of facade structures is also possible. 
This is a unique decorative material that allows 
you to reduce transportation costs and helps 
you to make good use of natural resources.

Stone veneer is quite a simple material to 
handle. Due to various standard formats it 
practically caters for all requirements of modern 
architectural projects.

News

Closer to natural motives
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Kale Kilit invited the largest 
door manufacturers in Ukraine 
to visit a new plant. The group 
included representatives of 
production companies:

Doorroom, the manufacturer 
of interior doors;

Omis, the manufacturer of 
interior doors;

Strazh, the manufacturer of 
steel entrance doors;

Global ABC, the distributor of 
Kale in Ukraine;

Kam Trade, the steel door 
manufacturer;

Rodos, the manufacturer of 
interior doors;

Artil, the manufacturer of 
steel entrance doors;

Brama, the manufacturer of 
interior doors;

Stal-M, the steel doors 
manufacturer;

Metr na Metr, the manufacturer 
of steel entrance doors. 

Termoplast, the manufacturer 
of entrance doors.

The program included 
excursions to Istanbul’s historic 
sites, a boat trip by the 
Bosphorus and a visit to the 
showroom and the Kale Kilit 
plant.

It is a new Istanbul factory 
with an area of 100,000 
square meters. Investments in 
construction and equipment 
amounted to about $ 100 

million. Production capacity 
has increased one and half 
times. 30% of the old equipment 
was replaced, and new, more 
modern and technological 
machines were added. A new 
galvanization workshop has 
been completely updated and 
opened.

Along with the factory, the 
entire infrastructure for the 
comfort of the workers was 
built: residential buildings and 
schools, kindergarten and 
playground, shop and a large 
dining room.

Since production will now be 
located on the outskirts of the 

city, many logistical problems 
are being solved.

Kale Kilit has also invested 
almost $ 3 million in IT 
technologies over the past 2 
years. This allowed to switch to 
a new management system 
for all SAP production and 
business processes (company 
management system). With its 
help you can control the whole 
chain – from the purchase of 
raw materials for production 
and ending with the account of 
shipment to different countries.

Kale Kilit believes that these 
investments and innovations 
will help to work better and 
more effectively.

News

Kale Kilit wants to become closer to door 
manufacturers in Ukraine. Therefore, excursion trips 
were organized to a new factory for the Ukrainian 
door manufacturers.
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On the 21st-22nd of 
September, Kyiv, the leading 
players of the door industry 
gathered at the Conference 
The Day of Door Market 
Leaders. This time we worked in 
a completely new format: two 
business days, the maximum 
coverage of different 
directions of the door business, 
two practical groups, special 
guests. We managed to gather 
about 240 participants from 
different parts of Ukraine. We 
also attended by a delegation 
from Iraq and guests from 
Moldova and Belarus.

Traditionally, the Day of Door 
Market Leaders became a 
platform for communication 
between manufacturers and 
sellers of doors, component 
parts, equipment and materials 
for production.

During the meeting, you 
could get acquainted with 
representatives of the following 
companies: AGT plus, Aplot, 
Astek, Abver, Albion, Artel LTD, 
Andromeda, Belwooddoors, 
Bastion BC, Bulat, Vlast, Vienna, 
Uves décor, Vsi Dveri, Vunder 
Group, Very Dveri, Vporte, Verto, 
Vip master, Hefele Ukraine, 
Getse Ukraine, Grand, Good-
Stuff, Gorod Dverey, Galereya 
Dverey, Granat Trade, Gold 
line Style, Decorum, Doors from 

the best manufacturers, Doors 
+, Doors Tkachenko, Door Hut, 
Door Market, DOK 7, Doorclub, 
Dom-Titan, Eco-komplekt, 
Eurodek, Iseo, Interdecor, Kale 
Kilit, Yekaterinolslavska Dverna 
Artel, Kedr & Class, Kupy 
Kliuch, Komod, Conex, Celeste 
Trade, Lacover, MDF, Master 
Kliuch, Modus, Moulin Ukraine, 
MIKO Trading, Misto Dverey 
ta Pidlogy, Minimaxi, Nashi 
Dveri, Novatsiya, OPT Market 
Dverey, Omis, Oselya Bud, 
Polymerservice, Poly i Dveri, 
Patriot, RB-Locks, REDFORT, 
Rodos, Store of windows and 
doors, Stal-M, Stalni Dveri, Sevvi 
Trade, Suchasnyi Svit, Melnyk 
Stoliarne Atelie, Spravzhniy 
Maister, STEELGUARD, Status 
doors, Slate Lite, TECNOCOM 
UKRAINE, Thermoplast Plus, 
Termoplus, Terminus, Trading 
House Express Lock, TP Grand, 
UkrInvest 3000, Ukrainian Trade 
Group LIOM, Formet, Phoenix 
Grand, Fort srl, Hormann-UA, 
Holts, Eurodec.

The conference was opened 
by Iryna Bolshuk, Project 
Manager of Door market 
leaders. She summed up the 
work from the beginning of 
2017. It includes a group trip to 
the exhibition Made Expo 2017, 
the first issue of the Ukrainian-
language magazine “Door 

Market Leaders”, a monthly 
overview of the events in the 
electronic bulletin, and a 
weekly summary of the news of 
the door market.

The moderator of the 
conference was Yevhen 
Potemkin, the main project 
initiator of the Door Market 
Leaders and the owner of 
Modus Company. The agenda 
of the first day focused on the 
review of the situation on the 
door market of Ukraine. Ihor 
Drobitko (Abver) began the 
event. The evaluation of the 
advanced players among 
the steel door manufacturers, 
rating of the largest exporters, 
analytical data, prospects and 
forecasts caused a special 
exitement of the audience 
and were highly appreciated 
by the participants. Ihor Rudolf 
(Status) told about the situation 
on the market of interior doors. 
An overview of the protective 
hardware was conducted 
by Andriy Omelchenko 
(Ukrainian Trade Group 
LIOM). Irina Kladova (Grant 
Trade) highlighted trends in 
coating. Tetiana Rudenko 
(Polymer Service) presented 
smart ideas for business 
development. Particularly 
fierce was the discussion after 
Denis Melnikov’s speech (Very 

News

The door market of Ukraine is ready for change, or 
Why should we be united. Exchange of experience, 
communication and new opportunities for each 
market player.

Conference The Day of Door Market 
Leaders, September, 21, 2017, Kyiv
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dveri) on the issue ofkickback 
problems. There were debates, 
exchanges of experiences, 
new acquaintances and 
discussions.

New opportunities
The invitation to participate 

extended also to Serhiy 
Malinovsky, head of the consulting 
department for exporters of 
the Export promotion office, 
Oleksiy Marchenko, analyst 
of the investment fund Horizon 
capital and Mykola Goncharov, 
the founder of the international 
Internet company iPromo.

The second day of the 
conference was devoted to 
work in small practical groups. 
Some participants worked with 
tools to increase the profitability 
of the door business, others 
analyzed the possibilities of the 
door export trade.

Profitability
In order to understand how 

effective the tools can be for 
increasing profitability, Yevhen 
Potemkin demonstrated 
practical results of their 
implementation on the example 

of Modus Company.
Anastasia Melnikova (Vysotsky 

Consulting) covered the 
specifics of the staff organization 
development, the specifics of 
elaboration and adjustment of 
the strategy for the company 
was highlighted by Olena 
Oleksandrova (Bogush Time), 
Olexandr Boris (Second Breath 
of the Executive) dwelt on the 
Human Management System 
Oxygen, the secrets of effective 
employment were unlocked by 
Kseniya Vishnyak (Performia), 
Olexandra Potemkina (Modus) 
explained how training 
affected the development 
and income of the company. 
More successful online sales of 
doors may be achieved due 
to new knowledge acquired 
from Mykola Honcharov, 
while marketing tools from 
Iren Ulianova would enhance 
loyalty.

Export
Volodymyr Patis (Escada M) 

was the moderator of the group. 
Andriy Nosach (STEELGUARD) 
highlighted the practical side 
of the door export, which you 
will not find in books and on the 

Internet. The interactive with a 
guest from Moldova was also 
valuable. Andri Grishin (Astek) 
presented his vision of the 
design of the door industry and 
a new direction for the door 
market – the design bureau.

New opportunities for 
exporters were presented by 
Alina Strilets (Export Promotion 
Office/Export Promotion 
Office), Olexandr Kolesnikov 
(the Ukrainian Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry /
Ukrainian CCI) conducted 
an analysis of the export and 
import of doors, Oleh Mirus 
(German-Ukrainian Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry) and 
Wolfram Rehbock (Rehbock 
& Friends) presented special 
features of export to Germany, 
special financial possibilities for 
the development were given 
by Olha Ivanchenko (European 
Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development). A visit of the Iraqi 
delegation headed by Abbas 
Al Noori (Iraq Ukraine Business 
council) was of great benefit, 
as Iraq needs to purchase 
entrance and interior doors. 
And this is an opportunity for 
the Ukrainian-Iraqi partnership.

The general partners of the 
Door market leaders were the 
following companies: Kale 
Kilit, Modus, Lacover, Granat 
Trade, Slate-Lite Ukraine, ABUS-
Pfaffenhain.

There is something to work on 
and to improve, but the result 
obtained during the Day of 
Door Market Leaders gives us 
the right to say that we are on 
the right track.

IrynaBolshuk, 
Project Manager of 

Door market leaders

Photos by Dmitriy Barulin
Participants of the Conference 
“Day of Door Market Leaders”



In times of rapidly changing 
market and well-educated 
consumers it is impossible to 
make no headway. In the 
world of actively developing 
technologies, it is important 
to adapt quickly to consumer 
demand. And now the buyer is 
striving not just to buy a door, 
but to get a high-tech product. 
This demand may be sufficied 
by the concealed installation 
doors.

This hasn’t been a novelty 
for the European and world 
market for a long time, but for 
our consumer doors with an 

aluminum box, without shelf 
and with concealed hinges – a 
real find. Such designs create 
the feeling that this is not just a 
door, but a transformation of 
space.

The abundance of offers 
from manufacturers solves even 
very unusual inquiries, ideas 
and ideas of designers. It goes 
without saying, that such doors 
cannot do without qualitative 
and unusual hardware. Hinges 
for concealed mounting, 
mortise knobs, magnetic 
mechanisms. All of it allows 
you to make the door truly a 

masterpiece in the design of 
an apartment or home.

Earlier such designs served 
as secret doors that protect 
the entrance to the premises, 
but with the time the secret 
invisible doors, which are on 
the same level with the wall, 
were of more value from the 
aesthetic point of view. Given 
the fact that today the choice 
of products is very large, they 
themselves may look like a 
work of art.

Doors of bright colors and 
different sides also look stylish 
and unusual. This allows you 
not only to give the highlight of 
the interior, but also to zone the 
space.

Advantages of the 
doors with concealed 
installation:

• Such doors are installed in 
an aluminum box that does not 
deform afterwards, does not 
react to temperature changes 
and, definitely, protects the 
doorway well;

• The distinguishing feature 
of such doors is the ability to 
produce individual boxes and 
leaves according to the size, 
required by the customer, not 
limited to the standard sizes of 
leaves currently sold in stores;

• It is possible to install them 
in rooms with non-standard 
planning;

• They do not require large 
areas for installation. Such 
doors can be mounted in 
very narrow slots, where it is 
simply impossible to install a 
standard box;

• If you use the fairly high door 
leaf, you can effectively lift the 
ceilings without any extra effort.

High doors make the entire 
interior “expand”. All the 
room with such a door visually 
seems higher. Virtually all the 
leading Italian factories, such 
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as Rimadesio, Res, produce 
door models up to 3 meters and 
higher. Ukrainian manufacturers 
are not lagging behind either, 
and many of them can offer the 
manufacture of such high doors.

Such doors have many 
advantages, but we should take 
into account one drawback. 
The installation of the box is 
carried out on the early stages 
of repair. It is necessary to plan 
the installation of such doors 
in advance, otherwise you 
will have to change all the 
decoration.

Subtleties of 
structural installations:

• The correct installation of 
doors is characterized by the fact 
that at opening the leaf remains 
immovable in any position, i.e., 
there is no involuntary opening 
and closing of the door. One can 
only achieve such a result with a 
clearly vertical installation of the 
structure;

• Properly installed doors 
have slits of the same thickness. 
They should ideally enter the slot 
and, without clinging to the door 
box when closing, form a slit of 
2-3 mm along the entire length; 

• The quality of the door unit 
installation depends directly on 
the quality of the doorway. If the 
prepared doorway has many 
irregularities, then the quality 
installation of the leaf in such a 
slot will be quite complicated, 
but nevertheless possible.

Variants of decoration of the 
concealed doors are the most 
diverse. Here everyone will be 
able to find his/her own solutions.

Painting is the simplest, but 
perhaps not the most practical 
solution. To paint the door in 
the same color as the walls on 
the object is one of the simplest 
options. But in such cases, the 
important role is played by 

finishing works and their quality, 
in particular the plastering of 
walls.

The real hit and a fresh breath 
of air are the design solutions 
of the doors with concealed 
installation in conjunction 
with the wall panels of the 
same material. This incredible 
solution allows you to use the 
same materials on door leaves 
and wall decoration. The wall 
at it shouldn’t be perfectly 
flat, and the practicality of 
this solution is much higher 
than that of painting, which 
allows this solution to be used 
both in residential and office 
premises and in places of high 
permeability.

There is no need to rack one’s 
brains to find a harmonious 
combination of doors and interior 
decoration of the room. There is 
a great variety of materials and 
decors to solve this task.

It is important to create a non-
standard wall panel design that 
perfectly implements even the 
most sophisticated design. You 
can easily combine and form 
any geometric shapes.

Wall panels are a bright and 
luxurious solution for interior 
decoration. Such decisions turn 

blurred walls into a unique part 
of the interior. These designs are 
made of materials of different 
thickness and decor, depending 
on the preferences of the 
customer.

In addition, the use of the wall 
panel in combination with the 
door with concealed installation 
can significantly improve the 
sound- and thermal insulation of 
the room.

At this point, wall panels 
have become a real revelation 
as a trendy, spectacular and 
practical element in the room, 
and they serve as a great 
alternative to traditional wall 
coverings.

The Ukrainian market is 
actively developing, and 
Ukrainian producers take on the 
experience of European, global 
brands and “keep pace with 
time.” All these technologies, 
uniqueness of production, the 
use of the best materials in doors 
and wall panels are becoming a 
decent part of comfort for many 
years for our consumers.

From Friends to Friends;)
Yulia Nesterova, 

Head of the Development 
Department AGT Plus

13
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Door market in faces

LLC “New Style” trading house LLC Firm-
industrial complex “Korabel” door factory 
“Diyalnist”: production of interior doors, moldings and hardware. Supply and sales in 
Ukraine and abroad.
On the market since 2002.
The staff is 1500 people.
Territorial coverage: 55% of the Ukrainian market (all regions) and 38 other countries of the 
world (France, Bulgaria, Transnistria, Croatia, Romania, Moldova, Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Russia, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Armenia, 
Georgia, Israel, Morocco, USA, Canada).

Vladlen Hirin, General Director 
of “New Style” Ltd.
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Achievements

Since 2002, we have achieved that every 2-nd sold door leaf on the domestic market belongs 
to TM “New Style”. In October 2015, the FKK plant «Korabel» received a certificate for compliance 
with the international quality standard “Quality Management Systems. Requirements” ISO 9001: 
2008. In April 2017, the doors of FPK «Korabel» received a special CE marking. We released 12 
collections and 2000 models of prefabricated and frame-panel doors in variational coatings 
and standard sizes.

We have developed a line of 27 innovative decorations, created the most economical door-to-
door technology that we supply to Ukrainian and foreign markets to meet the needs of low and 
middle-income consumers.

What, in your opinion, is the key to success of your business?

The main thing in our company is a product that meets the needs of consumers. We achieve this 
due to modern equipment and the latest production technologies, which taken together reduce 
the production price of the final product.

Sales

The principle of “New style” is the establishment of direct commercial links with customers through 
a network of distributors in each region and abroad, tenders and public procurement, cooperation 
with construction supermarkets. To do this, we optimized the warehouse system, the work of sales 
departments and adjusted the supply of products.

Suppliers

We work with manufacturers who have earned a global reputation and deliver quality materials 
on time and have certified products that will help us meet market needs.

Marketing

The main tools in the concept of consumer orientation are: representation of the door on the 
market of Ukraine and abroad (on the domestic market, the share of the shopping window is 
47%), advertising and information support (for display purposes, we have developed a detailed 
catalog and other POSM materials) and regular work with complaints and research procedure 
before launching the product.

Plans

We plan not only to enter new foreign markets, but also to consolidate and develop a similar 
model of distribution, as on the domestic market. In the near future we will release collections of 
the higher price segment, paying more attention to the quality of goods, coating and design. 
We will continue to maintain the excellent features of our doors, which are equipped with 
technologies, state-of-the-art equipment and raw materials.
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Door market in faces

LLC “KAM-TRADE” is the manufacturer of 
entrance metal doors TM STEELGUARD. It has been 22 years 
on the market. The staff is more than 100 people, including 
a design bureau of 5 people. Territorial coverage: Ukraine, 
exports to European countries.

Andriy Nosach, Director 
of the company «KAM-TRADE»
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Achievements

The company “KAM-TRADE” has a 22-year history and is a powerful manufacturer and exporter 
of metal doors TM STEELGUARD. We never go for awards, and we always work on the result. The 
company prides itself on the awards, obtained for real achievements. Since 2012, the company has 
been awarded “Enterprise of the Year”; four consecutive years we have been awarded the title 
of the “Best Exporter of the Year”. Since 2014, the company has won the “Star of Quality” award. 
In 2017 the company could boast on one more award, “Choice of the Year”. We pursue the idea 
of “fair” work and understand that this course will help us to continue developing successfully. At 
present, we have an opportunity to improve production by upgrading equipment, providing staff 
with competitive wages and supplementing the country’s budget.

What, in your opinion, is the key to success?

The key to success of our business is customer orientation. Long-term experience, constant market 
research and consumer needs help to create the most competitive supply in the Ukrainian market 
and beyond. We are able to listen and hear our customers. Before we introduce a new product or 
move towards expanding exports, we study needs, mentality, global trends and competitors. We 
aim to take into consideration the demands of everyone and to solve problems of every customer 
regarding the entrance door.

Sales

The main sales channel is wholesale and retail warehouses both in Ukraine and abroad. We 
believe that in order to maximize the customer’s comfort, our product should be in close proximity 
to the buyer. We offer maximum choice for price, technical characteristics and design. The needs 
of the client should be satisfied quickly and qualitatively.

Suppliers

The main requirement for the supplier is high quality. In addition, given the large number of 
doors we produce each month, such a supplier should have a large amount of stock, so that our 
production does not stop because of the lack of certain materials or components. The supplier 
must guarantee the legality of the origin of its products. If the components are imported, they 
should be accompanied by all the documentation under applicable laws of Ukraine. We support 
only legal imports.

Plans

Having achieved a certain level on the steel doors market, we understand that it is necessary 
to unite, share experience and develop partner programs in order to move forward. The further 
development of export trade is one of the strategic directions of business development.
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Door market in faces

RODOS company
Activity: production and sale of doors.
On the market since 2016.
The staff is about 250 employees. Geography of sales: Ukraine, 
Europe, Asia, Africa.

Serhiy Draba, Executive 
director of Rodos
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Achievements
The history of the Ukrainian brand RODOS dates back to 2013. It was at that time, due to the 

tremendous experience of Aqua Rodos company, one of the largest manufacturers of bathroom 
furniture, when the idea was generated to build the best door factory in the heart of Europe. 
To create a European-level enterprise, we addressed the best specialists in Italy, Germany and 
Poland. So, in 2016 RODOS became the youngest and the most modern enterprise with a full cycle 
production on the territory of Ukraine. In total, it is 15,000 square meters of production areas with a 
productivity of about 10,000 high-quality doors per month! Such plants were few even in Europe, 
and were not represented at all in Ukraine. This is our achievement, our pride.

What, in your opinion, is the key to success of your business?
We pay great attention to the culture and organization of production, and, of course, to the 

absolute guarantee of the quality of our products. We do not buy wood of unknown origin, we do 
not buy separately semi-finished products, but we make them ourselves. The production of interior 
doors in RODOS begins with the processing of round wood. Fully automated equipment keeps 
track of all technical processes: drying times, proper milling, drill, resin pockets, and the absence 
of dry and wet snubs. To avoid any deformation in the plane of the door leaf during operation, we 
independently weave the beam. Glass is bought in large sheets, decorated PVC film – in large rolls. 
The quality of products is most important for us.

Sales
For over one and a half years of active work, we have more than 300 partners on the Ukrainian 

market, and our client portfolio is only growing. As for exports, we are operating in three formats: 
retail, tenders and large foreign wholesalers. The standard assortment is best sold in the post-
Soviet area (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Georgia, Armenia, Baltic States). We take part in 
various tenders. Additionally, for individual players, we develop an assortment that is promising in 
their countries. For example, without finishing, but only prepared for painting the door leaf for DIY 
directions. At present we are working in the middle and middle plus segment. We are trying to offer 
people a quality product, so it’s not always possible to be cheap. However, we realise the door 
segment sepecifically for Epicenter.

What helps to promote sales?
First of all, the experience we have gained during 15 years of work at Aqua Rodos. Secondly, 

financial potential and readiness to invest in equipment, into new models. And, of course, people. 
They are our most important pride, because we have selected our specialists very carefully. Only 
due to a well-coordinated team you can achieve incredible results. And without the desire of the 
team to develop, even marketing is powerless.

Production ecology
We have a clear idea about the protection of nature. By supporting the dynamics of the 

environmental organization of production, the brand RODOS makes every effort to minimize 
environmental impact. RODOS has all the special certificates that wood is procured only on official 
tenders and comes from environmentally friendly and self-restored forests. All raw materials comply 
with the quality certificates of FSC. In addition, our company has a full cycle of waste processing. 
The waste that we get in the process of production is used for heating the plant, its driers, boiler-
houses. The rest is processed on pellets for energy-saving boilers, for sale.

Activity and plans
At present RODOS is launching additional capacities on painting, as the demand for painted 

doors on the Ukrainian market is growing rapidly. As for the expansion of the range, we are 
developing new types of boxes and moldings, we want to make them as aesthetic as possible and 
easy to assemble. We are increasing the stylistic line of models and developing our own decor 
for our products. Recently we have launched a line of skirting boards in interior doors. As for the 
plans for 2018, we think about the new constructs of interior doors in the price segment middle ++. 
These are customized interior doors with concealed installation for design projects. We also want 
to launch a new product, wall panels, that is, wall cladding in a variety of decor. We have every 
opportunity for this.
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Coverage Clicks on posts Reactions, comments and inventory

Type Average coverage Average engagement

Video 873 
152

41

Photo 600
129

52

Link 598
52

17

Posted video 178
26

7

Status 130
12

6

Social media, or Facebook 
role in promoting door 
companies.

Research

Currently social networks are not just a place of 
dating, communication with classmates and friends. 
This is perhaps one of the most advanced tools 
for business development, contact with business 
partners, personalized PR and search for the right 
acquaintances.

Such a surge in the use of social networks to promote 
the company and its product has been tracked in recent 
years. The most popular and, in my opinion, the most useful 
internet resource is Facebook. Today you can find there hundreds 
of representatives of door companies that were so skeptical and 
conservative about such publicity yesterday. Whatever you say, but many 
people at least once a day, regardless of position, status, age and gender go to 
their profile to view the news.

A person or the company?
What works best for the company’s image: the 

activity of the owner/company staff or systematic 
interesting posts on the official page? Your 
opinions may be disputable as to it. Experience 
and observation show that people are better at 
responding to the posts on their page posted by 
a person, not a company. It’s evident, that the 
official page should be the source of primary 
information, and all socially active employees 
should further repost it by means of linkbacks. It was 
repeatedly observed, that the same post on the 
pages of different people caused a completely 
different reaction. It is traced, when one and the 
same publication in one profile gathers hundreds 
of likes and dozens of comments, and in the other 
one it doesn’t arise any comment at all.

If you ask if the page on Facebook is needed 
for the owner of business, who already has a lot 

to do, I will answer unambiguously, yes, it is 100% 
needed. For it to work for you, you need to nurture 
the interest of the audience with posts. Currently, 
the active position on FB is taken by the owners 
and leaders of such companies as Abver, Kam-
Trade, Astek, Modus, Vsi Dveri and others.

Content, or What is interesting for 
the door market?

Content, or What is interesting for the door 
market?

It is worth noting that the door market is very difficult 
in terms of activity and is prone to the consumption 
of information. Everyone sees, reads and even 
makes re-posts, but participates in the discussion 
very rarely. The posts of the Door Market Leaders 
page were analyzed and ranked according to the 
effectiveness of:
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Therefore, we can conclude that videos and 
photos attract the maximum attention of the 
audience and encourage them to act. Do not 
think that we mean only professional videos that 
require serious funding, since in the era of selfie 
and blogging it’s enough to have a phone with a 
high-quality camera, a creative idea and minimal 
assembling skills to create content that will be 
interesting to the audience.

It is important not to forget about the stylistics of 
publications and topics. You have to understand 
who your target audience is and speak their 
language. Research has shown that door market 
representatives are interested and actively 
involved in discussions of such topics as market 
issues, surveys, thematic events, new products (but 
not just good images and slogans like Specialty)

In plain sight.
You need to be prepared that social networks 

deliver instantly both good news and information 
that can play against you. An angry retail client, 
who has been already waiting for the third month 
to have the door installed he had paid for, an 
unfair competitor or a partner whom you had let 
down, have equal effect on your reputation.

Once I witnessed that after a rather loud and 
large-scale capital event, one of the partners 
on his Facebook page expressed indignation 
over the drawbacks of the organizers. Within 24 
hours the post collected more than 500 likes and 
attracted a discussion of a hundred people who 
used the image against this organizer and at one 
time kept silent. The post lived in its own universe, 
and was getting more and more widespread. How 
did this story end? With a happy end. The post was 
removed because, apparently, they had found a 
compromise and exhausted the conflict. But the 
fact remains that the reputation was undermined.

How can we insure ourselves from such a black 
PR? There is only one possible solution – to solve 

the conflict situations, not hide from them.

My friend’s friend is my friend!
Do not think that to invite on Facebook a person 

whom you have never seen before to be your 
friend, is a bad tone. That is the huge advantage 
of the social network that there are no barriers in 
communication. Of course, you yourself form your 
circle of friends in terms of professional activities, 
preferences and goals. I experienced it more than 
once that for establishing contact with the right 
person, it is more productive to contact through 
Facebook than make a telephone ring off the 
hook.

The network made it possible to get acquainted 
with the Export Promotion Office, the Ukrainian 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, and other 
useful institutions and people.

Success as it is!
The most valuable thing we have is time, and 

nobody will spend it on consuming unnecessary 
information. On Facebook, the main evidence 
of success is the people’s response to the 
post. If your posts are commented, shared on 
somebody’s pages and liked – you are on the 
right track! Topicality, reality and simplicity are 
three aspects that should not be forgotten. We 
wish you all development and new victories. 
Only together we will make the door market 
stronger!

P.S. I hope internet marketing specialist will 
excuse my terminology. I tried to write the article, 
avoiding complicated words, to be understood 
by every reader.

Iryna Bolshuk, 
Project Manager of 

Door market leaders
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The doors produced in Ukraine are very 
popular in the countries of the European Union: 
the demand on them is constantly increasing, the 
volume of export is growing on the production, 
which is made from various materials. And this is 
good news.

In 2010-2013, the volume of exported products 
cumulatively fluctuated in the range of 4 million 
euros. In 2014 Ukraine exported doors worth 4.2 
million euros, in 2015 exports increased to 6.3 million, 
and in 2016 it was already 10.96 million euros. True to 
form, that the export volumes continue to grow!

So, if in the first half of 2016 Ukraine exported 
products worth 4.7 million euros, in 2017 this amount 

increased by more than 40% to 6.7 million euros, 
which is more than the overall figure of 2015.

For example, when exporting wooden doors 
from Ukraine to the EU (code 441820 – wooden 
doors, frames, thresholds), the largest importers 
in the European Union are the United Kingdom, 
Romania and the Netherlands. Despite the fact 
that the UK imported doors to the amount of 
more than 203 million euros in 2016, it is difficult 
for Ukrainian producers to enter this market 
due to the specificity and toughness of British 
legislation. And here the leaders for Ukraine are 
Latvia, Romania and Croatia.

Research

EXPORT OF 
DOORS TO EU 
COUNTRIES
Author: Olexandr 
Kolesnikov, Head of 
the Export Promotion 
Coordination Center of 
the Ukrainian Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry, 
a certified consultant on 
exports to the EU within the 
DCFTA.

EXPORT OF DOORS # 441820 FROM UKRAINE TO THE EU TOTAL IMPORT OF DOORS # 441820 TO THE EU

№ Country Exports from Ukraine, 
ths. euros

1 Latvia 1215,2 1313,4 1466,0
2 Romania 138,4 215,2 1023,8
3 Croatia 440,7 541,4 788,0
4 Bulgaria 137,2 338,1 306,2
5 Lithuania 453,9 322,8 252,0

№ Country Imports to the EU, 
million euros

1 United Kingdom 164,3 202,2 203,7
2 Romania 25,4 29,8 33,0
3 Netherlands 19,6 27,7 22,7
4 France 26 7 18,3 18,9
5 Ireland 11,2 15,5 15,2
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As it can be seen from the above-mentioned 
indicators, the export of this product is developing 
successfully and volumes are constantly increasing, 
which proves the sustainable development of this 
trend.

However, when choosing a market, the exporter 
should first of all evaluate not only the volume of 
the market that interests him, but also its growth 
over the past few years, trends in development, 
the possibility of obtaining all necessary permits 
(whether the exporter can prepare them), study 

their competitors (where else the shipments come 
from, their volumes and how their products differ 
from ours), as well as logistics. It is not that easy 
and certified consultants of the Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry in Ukraine on exports to 
the EU, as well as experts of the Export Promotion 
Centers of the CCI can help the exporter in 
addressing these issues.

Oleksandr Kolesnikov, Head of the 
Coordination Center for Export Support of the 

Ukrainian Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Doors made of plastic (code 392520). The leading importers here are also the countries of Western 
Europe: Germany, France, Great Britain. Ukraine exports plastic doors to Germany, Spain, Italy; 
it should be noted that in Germany our exports account for 3.5% of the total volume of imported 
doors to this country.
EXPORT OF DOORS # 392520 FROM UKRAINE TO THE EU TOTAL IMPORT OF DOORS # 392520 TO THE EU

№ Country Exports from Ukraine, 
ths. euros

1 Germany 209,5 684,2 1919,9
2 Spain 0 283,4 1099,7
3 Italy 3,5 45,8 127,6
4 Romania 112,1 154,4 84,2
5 Slovakia 0 21,9 61,3

№ 
п/п Страна Country Imports to the 

EU, million euros
1 Germany 50,7 59,7 55,8
2 France 31,9 35,4 39,8
3 United Kingdom 14,2 23,2 19,1
4 Slovenia 15,1 13,6 14,2
5 Sweden 4,7 6,1 5,7

Doors made of ferrous metals (code 730830) are most imported into the EU by Great Britain, Germany and 
Poland. Ukraine mainly exports these products to Denmark, Lithuania and Latvia.
EXPORT OF DOORS # 730830 FROM UKRAINE TO THE EU TOTAL IMPORT OF DOORS # 730830 TO THE EU

№ Country Exports from Ukraine, 
ths. euros

1 Denmark 904,8 972,6 1116,4
2 Lithuania 103,3 467,8 728,5
3 Latvia 2,6 52,5 499,8
4 Spain 101,1 30,5 155,8
5 Romania 3,8 63,2 96,6

№ Country Country Imports to the 
EU, million euros

1 United Kingdom 18,3 20,7 18,9
2 Germany 14,7 15,6 17,8
3 Poland 21,9 14,7 13,8
4 France 10,7 10,8 10,2
5 Romania 12,2 8,1 9,7

Doors made of aluminum (code 761010). Importers to the EU are: Germany, France and the United 
Kingdom. It is just here Ukraine occupies a definite place: in 2016 Germany became the largest 
country to which Ukrainian aluminum doors were exported. Other countries of our export are: 
Spain, Sweden, Poland.

№ Country Exports from Ukraine, 
ths. euros

1 Germany 0 6,4 51,8
2 Spain 0 0 13,1
3 Sweden 0 0 9,3
4 Poland 0 2,1 5,4
5 Slovakia 0 0 4,7

EXPORT OF DOORS # 761010 FROM UKRAINE TO THE EU EXPORT OF DOORS # 761010 FROM UKRAINE TO THE EU

№ Country Country Imports to the 
EU, million euros

1 Germany 28,8 31,7 30,5
2 Spain 15,2 20,5 20,5
3 Sweden 10,9 16,1 17,0
4 Poland 9,2 10,7 13,7
5 Slovakia 8,4 8,8 11,7
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Research

Positive improvements:

• imports from China decreased significantly (by 
10 times). The share of Chinese doors remained only in 
the cheapest segment and currently does not exceed 
6.2% of domestic Ukrainian production (this is exactly 
what my forecast was at the 2013 conference);

• there was a reorientation of the retail consumer 
towards the Ukrainian product;

• many new producers appeared;
• we can see integration of manufacturers who 

were on the market;
• the export sales segment appeared (in a 

broader sense);
• production maintainability of manufacturing 

enterprises increased; 
• construction volume increased after 2015.

Negative changes:

 • reduction of the territory of the state 
(sales markets), as a consequence, and the 
number of citizens in Ukraine – from 36 million 
to 27-28 million people as of today (by 2014, 
there were 42 million. 7 million of them were 
for permanent earnings abroad, after the 
annexation in the Crimea, there are about 
2 million, in the occupied territories of the 
Donbas – about 3 million. After the introduction 
of visa free regime 2-3 million people left) ;

• a sharp decline in the purchasing power 
of Ukrainians;

• instability of demand due to devaluation 
and hostilities.

The state of the steel door market 
yesterday, today and tomorrow

At present, the Ukrainian steel door market can be characterized as the one being shaped. Of 
course, there are advanced players who manufacture and sell the lion’s share of doors, and beside 
them there are companies with significant potential and those who are actively developing.

To formulate the real picture of the market we had to conduct expert analysis of wholesale 
and DIY companies, take into account the views of colleagues, analyze the consumption of 
hardware and paints by steel door manufacturers and analyze the volume of production of 
various market participants.

The starting point for market analysis was the “Door Business” Conference in 2013. At that time, 
the market volume was estimated at 1,000,000 doors per year, while 50% of them were the doors 
of Ukrainian production, and the remaining 50% were Chinese. In 2014, due to all the well-known 
events in Ukraine, the door market was expecting a recession, and it was estimated by specialists 
of the industry at 470-550 thousand doors a year. Imports were absent, and domestic production 
didn’t live through the best of times.

What was in store for the market in 2015-2017?

Ihor Drobitko, Director General 
of Abver Ukraine
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Primary construction
The growth rates of primary construction in 

Ukraine directly affect the sales of front doors. 
As of 2016 more than 9 million square meters of 
housing are put in place in total in Ukraine. The 
average floor area of the apartment is 61.1 square 
meters. The estimated number of apartments is 
150,000 (147,299). The share of technical doors 
is 30% of the number of apartment doors and 
totals 50,000 pcs. The share of legal, constructed 
and completed apartments, which are not 
put in place, is 20-25% = 40,000 apartments. 
The total number of doors in the segment of a 
new buildings for 2016 is 240,000 pcs. The share 
of illegal/unplanned but built apartments in 
Ukraine is unknown.

56,000 apartments are put for sale in Kyiv at 
the stage of active construction:

Kyiv – 319 housing complexes, Kyiv oblast – 320 
housing complexes (more than 90,000 apartments);

Odessa and its oblast – 163 housing complexes 
(more than 40,000 apartments);

Lviv and its oblast – 292 housing complexes 
(about 75,000 apartments).

The main players in the market of new buildings 
in Kyiv (companies present only in this segment): 
Avatech, Milano, Minika, Komplektbudservice, 
Teplyi Dim, Antares, Steel Arm.

Export
While evaluating the main exporters of 

steel doors in 2016, it’s possible to single out 
18 companies. The export sales of steel doors 
from Ukraine in 2016 amounted to about 24,705 
pieces. The indicators for the first half of 2017 
amounted to 18,570 pieces.

Expected growth by the end of the year 
by segment is more than 50%. 18 companies 
shipped abroad in 2016. The share of the first 3 
companies accounted for 71% of exports.

Production and consumption of steel doors in Ukraine 
as of 2016-2017.

Top three exporters are: Kam-Trade, Dveri Optom, Abver Dveri.
Exporters of Ukrainian doors *

LLC “Kam-Trade” LLC “Metalldors” (Doors of Belarus)
LLC “TEC” «Ekaterinoslavska Dverna Artel» (the 
door wholesale, Dnipro) PE “Beryslav”

LLC “Companiya” Stimul-Invest «TM Abver dveri» Ltd. Alliance Bila Tserkva
Arma Chernihiv Ltd. TISO DORZ Ltd.
LLC “Sagan Innova” LLC “Novyi Svit”
LLC “TM Strazh” LLC «APLOT»
Ozols Engineering and Production Center, 
Limited Liability Company LLC Cornex LTD

LLC Crystal Steel (Dveri Optom, Dnipro) Nieman TM Ltd. 
“Ukrdors” Ltd. (Doors of Belarus) LLC Dveri Bulat

* In Tabl. 8 companies, which exported over 1,000 doors in 2016, are highlighted in bold. Companies, not in bold type, 
sold for export from 345 to 8 pcs. in the course of the same year.
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Import

62,079 doors were imported to Ukraine in 
2016. In the first half of 2017 the total was 14,567 
pcs. Estimated volume of sales of imported 
doors in 2017 is about 50,000 pcs. The share of 
imports from China should remain in the future. 
Chinese manufacturers adapt to a new reality 
and adapt their product to foreign markets. 
Currently, the share of Chinese imports relative 
to the total consumption in Ukraine does 
not exceed 7%. The major importers are: 
Dveri Optom, Monopoliya, Tarimus, private 
situational importers. As long as there is no 
surplus of Ukrainian-made goods, Chinese 
product should be on the market. I consider 
it appropriate to forecast growth in this sector 
up to 10% (in the economy segment), taking 
into account future growth of consumption in 
Ukraine for the next 2 years.

Traditional retail

Traditional retail of steel doors is represented 
by stores and small networks servicing the 
secondary market. The estimated share of 
sales in this segment is about 35-40% of the 
total consumption of steel doors. The overall 
consumption is 300,000-320,000 doors. It is 
the largest segment of consumption on the 
market.

Network and Single Markets
The major market participants are: 

Epicenter, Novaya Liniya, Lerua, Oldi, 33 sq. 
m, Ruta, Vienna and others. The share of DIY 
network and single market segments is 10-
15%. The overall consumption is 80,000-90,000 
doors per year.

Internet sales
The share of sales is about 3-5%, almost 

25,000 steel doors per year. It is reasonable 
to combine this segment with the traditional 
retail, as there are the same retailers.

Summing up
The volume of production and consumption 

in Ukraine is maximum: 750-800 thousand 
pieces of steel doors, taking into account the 
consumption of Chinese goods.

The reduction of the market compared 
to 2013 is 25-30% (with the most optimistic 
scenario).

Forecasts for 2018-2019
For manufacturers:
• Integration of professional 

manufacturers;
• Increasing the level of technical 

equipment of production;
• Increasing the level of specialization/

division not only by price niches, but also by 
the types of business models;

• The appearance of the system 
manufacturer of technical doors;

• Increased exports to EU countries;
• Significant increase in wages in the 

labor market;
• Improvement of product quality;
• Increasing competition with Chinese 

manufacturers;
• Insignificant presence of the Chinese 

product in Ukraine;
• The probability of emergence of 

the competitive market from related 
industries (manufacturers of interior doors, 
manufacturers of translucent structures);

• Likelihood of disappearance of some 
industrial brands;

• All of it leads to overproduction on the 
steel door market.

Ihor Drobitko, 
Director General of 

Abver Ukraine
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All players in the door market are finally in the 
anticipation of a long-awaited uplift. And the 
reason for it is the pace of construction, which is 
gaining momentum month by month in almost 
all regions of Ukraine, especially in the capital.

As a result, network vendors, who are already 
developing the territory for their affiliates and 
opening new points of sale, became more 
active. We can also see on the example of Kyiv, 
that new faces appear in the door sector: some 
of them redeveloped into “doors” from other 
spheres, some others, from regions, expanded 
their business to the capital. The market density 
in the door retail is increasing.

The question arises: will it be enough for 
everyone? And how to use all the prospects 
to earn?

Managers of “STATUS DOORS” are also worried 
with the same questions. Until a certain initiative 
group of the company emerged, which, I believe, 
gave a comprehensive answer, embodying 
them in the whole concept of strengthening the 
door retail.

As a manufacturer, we are interested 
in sharing our ideas with all the “door” 
companies that represent us in retail, so, we 
will soon be presenting our “people’s” project 
to people at large.

In short, one can emphasize the following 
main components of this concept:

1. The retail point of sales of doors must be 
decorated in such a way as to fit into the current 
trend. We are living in the age of technological 
self-service. Due to gadgets and applications 
“for all occasions”, the consumer learned to be 
an expert on any topic. He is accustomed to 
independently and thoroughly understand the 

product before making a purchase decision. 
The idea of our concept of retail show is not 
to convince the consumer in his desires, but 
on the contrary, to help him and in every way 
contribute to his comfort. Therefore, we will 
encourage all non-modern “retailers” to smash 
the labyrinths of their expositions and, above 
all, think about how to make their trading space 
more technological and more convenient for 
the consumer. The customer should be able to 
independently sell the door to himself.

2. The other scourge of modern times, in 
my opinion, is service, the main determinant 
of which is level of the staff. The future is with 
medium-sized stores, whose owners will be 
generous and will be able to hire the well-
paid, self-motivated, qualified and friendly 
staff of 2-3 sellers. After all, it doesn’t matter 
what kind of delivery, installation, quality 
departments you have, the key role remains 
with the seller, who coordinates all these 
services in accordance with the customer’s 
wishes and copes with problematic issues. 
People, of course, are the determining factor 
in the success of the retail store. No matter 
how you refine it, nobody will buy anything if 
you put an evil rottweiler at the entrance.

Your store should be a living application to the 
purchase of doors, and your staff will provide it 
with technical support for prompt response. The 
“STATUS DOORS” team is already working on 
implementing these ideas in life, and we will be 
happy to share them. Our doors are open to 
everyone!

We wish the door market leaders new ideas 
and luck!

Olexandr Zinchenko,
 Sales Director of 

the factory “STATUS DOORS”

Sales

About retail for 
contemporaries
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It is not a secret that when 
the topic of sales is discussed, 
the following main factors 
affecting them are most often 
encountered:

- Prices;
- Sellers;
- Marketing.
Let’s examine each of the 

factors separately, let’s take a 
look and see what’s inside.

Prices

I faced different opinions 
concerning prices. Some say 
that it is necessary to keep 
prices low and sell as cheaply 
as possible, as the purchasing 
power is low. Others say: let’s sell 
something expensive because 
it’s better to sell one Mercedes 
than ten Tavrias. Others say 
that we need to have a whole 

range of goods, from cheap 
to expensive, and focus on the 
medium. What do you think is 
better?

My opinion is that every 
option has the right to exist. 
But it is not enough to say that 
we choose option 1, 2, 3 or 
their combination. Price is just 
one part of your strategy, and 
not the most important one. 
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Here we should also consider 
competitive advantage, 
strategic marketing, the 
absence or availability of 
additional services or related 
products (the door salesmen 
often sell flooring, furniture, 
windows). Just do not fix on the 
price.

For example, work in a low 
price range involves a low cost 
strategy, which is:

1. H i g h - p e r f o r m a n c e 
equipment;

2. Mass production;
3. Relatively narrow 

assortment;
4. Large shipment per 

customer or a large number of 
standardized retail outlets (for 
example, Epicenter);

5. Sophisticated logistics;
6. Holding suppliers;
7. etc.

It is possible to search the 
books for a description of 
components of the strategy of 
“Low prices” (another name 
is “Low costs”). Everything is 
destroyed, for example, by an 
attempt to combine a strategy 
of “low prices” with a wide 
range. As you see, everything 
has to fit each other. Therefore, 
determine the prices, under 
each option build a separate 
business model, specify other 
components, do calculations 
and act according to your 
strategy.

Sellers

How much do the sales 
depend on sellers? There are 
businesses where the influence 
of sellers is minimized, for 
example, in online stores, 
supermarkets, gas stations, and 
this is a consciously chosen 
strategy. Let’s take a look at the 

door retail, without a quality 
consultation the customer will 
either buy nothing, or will make 
a choice solely on the basis of 
such a criterion as the price. If 
we want to raise the average 
purchase amount, we have to 
make the sellers work and do 
their job in an “excellent” way.

We are going to consider 
the situation in more detail. 
Let’s describe the ideal sales 
manager:

1. Easily communicates 
with people of any level;

2. Knows the product 
which he sells;

3. Studies technology and 
sales techniques;

4. Is looking himself for 
opportunities to sell more;

5. Wants to sell more just 
to test his powers, and, most 
importantly, he really sells a lot.

Of course, you can add some 
qualities and describe them in 
more detail, but let’s dwell on 
these most important things. Do 
such sellers really exist? What 
is the percent of such sellers? 
Is it possible to “turn” ordinary 
sellers into dream sellers? Let’s 
do it in sequence: such sellers 
exist; without “polishing” they 
make up 20% (someone will say 
fewer, I will not argue); you can 
turn ordinary sellers into dream 
sellers (not everyone+you will 
need much effort). So, what is 
needed to create such Bruce 
Almighty?

A seller who easily 
communicates with 
people

There is such a paradox: we 
love to buy, but we can not 
stand when we are sold. How 
to make sure that the seller 
does not attack the customer 

and he doesn’t feel as if he 
were hunted as a prey? To do 
this, you need to change the 
attitude of sellers to the sales 
process itself. It is necessary to 
show that the task of the seller 
is to help the customer make 
the choice to solve his specific 
goal. As soon as we shift the 
emphasis on sales for help, our 
managers do not have the “I 
have to sell” button, and the 
buyer ceases to feel that he 
is trying to be foisted on. The 
customer, seeing the sincere 
desire of the seller to help, 
begins to perceive his work as 
something valuable. It is here 
that the normal attitude of the 
buyer to the seller is born. Of 
course, we have to train sellers 
to get in touch, so that they feel 
calm, but this is secondary.

The seller who knows 
the product

Great, but how can this be 
achieved? After all, sellers do 
not want to learn the product, 
do not want to read the 
materials and really understand 
what they are selling. The key 
is that they should want to. He 
should be shown a very clear 
relationship between product 
knowledge, sales simplicity and 
the achievement of the seller’s 
personal goals. You know, the 
best seller for me is the one who 
wants to buy an apartment. It is 
he who has a high motivation 
(internal affront) to study the 
product, to sell much and easily 
and to earn a premium three 
times, five times bigger than 
his rate of wages. What can be 
done if he has an apartment? It 
is necessary to boost his desire 
to go somewhere, to push for 
new experiences. Yes, there 
is an alternative method – to 
make him learn the product, 
but here you can evaluate his 
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effectiveness yourself.

A seller who is 
studying sales 
technologies 
and is looking for 
opportunities to sell 
more

The interesting fact is that the 
study of technologies and sales 
techniques is mainly connected 
with training. And here is a 
very delicate point: DO NOT 
PAY FOR YOUR EMPLOYEES! At 
least, arrange it in such a way 
that they pay 50% of the cost 
of the training. What is it related 
to? When you invest money (in 
anything), you expect returns, 
and employees know about 
it: you need to strain, switch 
to a new technology, change 
your ways. But what if it will not 
work out, and suddenly I will not 
increase sales? It’s easier just after 
the training to “build a safety 
net”: the training was bad, we 
knew it, it will not work ... I am not 
to blame, that you invested 
your money in it. It is a certain 
protective mechanism. It is 
possible to break it only in one 
way: to sell them the idea of 
training so that they pay for it. 
When employees make this 
investment, they are interested 
to get the reimbursement in 
the form of % of sales. Give 
them such an opportunity and 
see what happens. You will be 
surprised. This same approach 
works with the independent 
search for opportunities to sell 
more.

A seller who wants 
to sell more and 
really sells

Of course, all the factors 

mentioned above are 
appropriate here, but I 
would like to look at some 
more: the process of hiring 
and encouraging results. 
Hire people who really sell. 
Distinguish those who SAY that 
they sell much from those who 
REALLY sell and can sell. To do 
this, there are different methods 
of interviewing, test weeks, etc. 
Find your method and act. 
And secondly, give 70% of your 
attention to those who sell well: 
praise, motivate, talk about 
them at meetings, reward them 
with TVs and travels. In general, 
emphasize achievements, 
and there will be much more. 
It’s not easy, we’re not used to 
praise, because we’re paying 
for it, but such an approach is 
200% effective, try it.

Marketing

This is another interesting 
engine in increasing sales. 
Sometimes we call it advertising, 
sometimes we call it differently, 
sometimes we spend money 
on it, sometimes we don’t, 
there is a variety of options. 
My idea is that it’s important 
to understand that traditional 
marketing (or what we mean 
by it) is aimed to perform three 
tasks:

1. Bring customers to 
a point of sale (let’s call it 
advertisement);

2. Make sure that at the 
point of sale the customer 
understands exactly how the 
doors represented there solve 
his particular task (let’s call it an 
understanding of the product);

3. To spread a good 
opinion of you when you 
have successfully solved the 
customer’s task (let’s call it 
public relations).

It is important that all three 
of these tasks are solved in 
totality. Otherwise, if customers 
do not come to you and do 
not call you, you get leaders 
with cold calls (I do not tell 
you that you shouldn’t do it, 
maybe this is your method 
of advertising); if customers 
come, but your door samples 
are poorly installed, hang on 
the cheapest hinges, there are 
no options for uplift, cuts, etc., 
they turn and leave; if you do 
not collect reviews, do not hold 
parties with designers, reward 
your best customers with trips, 
etc., word-of-mouth marketing 
will not work. In general, use 
marketing comprehensively 
and intelligently.

Resume

Prices affect sales, but not 
critically. Everything depends 
on your strategy, each element 
of it must correspond to each 
other, and this is the topic of a 
separate article.

Sellers should first of all be 
willing to sell, and your goal 
is always to support: initiate 
a competition for trips, your 
bonuses must overpay their 
investment in training, and 
good results should be well-
known to all.

Marketing should be 
comprehensive and solve all 
the tasks. If at least one falls 
out, it’s really harder for sellers 
to do their job.

* The article uses ideas 
from seminars of Vysotsky 

Consulting and training “Rich 
seller” by Andriy Sizov.

Yevhen Potemkin, 
Owner of Modus company

READ 
MORE
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To begin with, let’s deal with 
the very concept of kickback.

A kickback is a bonus that 
a sales manager receives 
“secretly” for the sale of a 
particular product. But there 
is another kind of kickback. 
This is an official bonus to the 
manager from the vendor 
through the management 
of the store. What are the 
differences between them, 
what do all parties receive, 
and why does the leader 
suffer from both: the official 
bonus and the kickback?

How does the 
kickback work? 

In the event of a kickback 
the supplier gives money 
directly to the seller, without 
the knowledge of the 
management. What happens 
in this case? The kickback is 

included in the price of the 
goods and a conspiracy 
between the supplier and 
the seller is formed. The seller 
begins to sell (“foist”) only the 
product from which he gets a 
kickback. As a result, the final 
buyer buys not what he needs, 
but what he “is foisted on” and 
remains dissatisfied. Or, even 
worse, when the seller offers 
an expensive product, and the 
customer does not agree, just 
loses him.

The seller is not interested in 
selling another product. He 
feels disappointed with the 
sale without a kickback, he has 
no sense of winning, victory. As 
a result, such a seller starts to 
work for the supplier, not for the 
store. And he feels his victory 
only when he has received a 
kickback from the sale. As a 
result, the following situation 
arises: you want to sell your 

products – pay a kickback, 
you want to sell more – pay 
a higher kickback. And the 
supplier needs to work not with 
the quality of goods, but with 
the amount of kickback to 
increase sales.

And what is the 
difference between 
the official bonus and 
a kickback? 

In both cases, the supplier pays 
the seller for sale, only he pays 
the kickback directly, and the 
official bonus – through the shop 
management. In the first case, 
the owner of the store is against 
kickbacks, and in the second 
one he knows about them, 
agrees with them and stimulates 
growth of such sales.

For the employee, the only 
difference is that, with the official 

Sales

How kickbacks affect 
the company Denis Melnikov, Founder of 

Very Dveri
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bonus, he is not afraid of being 
fired for a kickback. But the store 
in both cases loses its earnings, 
because the seller sells only what 
is interesting to him. That is, for the 
owner there is no difference, if it is 
a kickback or a bonus, he loses in 
any case.

Let’s take a look at the 
numbers, how this kickback 
arises. The cost of doors in retail is 
10,000 UAH. The store earns 25% 
of marginal profit – 2,500 UAH, 
and the seller receives from the 
sale 2% – 200 UAH. At the same 
time the head demands: “Give 
more profit, 25% is not enough. 
I want 40”. In this case I, as a 
supplier, have a question: “Why 
should I raise the earnings of the 
store to 40% if I can achieve the 
same sales, increasing the seller’s 
bonus by one percent?” And so 
on ad infinitum ... I was told that 
some companies are paying 
back 5% of their profits (!). What 
kind of development can we 
talk about? Where does it all 
lead, you know very well yourself. 
Ultimately, everyone will lose

What is the way to sell 
a product in a store? 

Have you ever wondered 
how the store sells the product? 
Who is involved in the sale? Who 
affects the outcome? After 
analyzing my sales experience, 
I came to the conclusion 
that sales depend on several 
factors:

● s t o r e / p r o d u c t 
advertisement;

● Internet promotion;
● product presentation 

(stand);
● advertising products 

(leaflet, catalog);
● consultation of the buyer;
● service.

If we take away at least one 
item from this list – it will be 
harder to sell. If we strengthen 
it, it will be easier to sell. The 
question arises: “Why does a 
manufacturer pay only for the 
consultation of the customer?” 

Let’s pay for the Internet 
promotion, so that the main 
focus is on your product, let’s 
pay for the stand, so that your 
product is always rubbed to 
shine to look more beautiful 
(more spectacular) than the 
rest ... And so on ad infinitum.

At least we achieve only one 
result: we waive responsibility 
for the motivation of employees 
from the store owner. He will not 
be able to manage his staff, 
because we pay all the wages! 
And how will this store look like? 
What do employees want?

Imagine such a situation: a 
marketing specialist actively 
advertises the product of “A” 
company, he spends the entire 
budget on its promotion, and 
his seller actively offers the 
product of the company “B”, 
which pays him the kickback. 
What do we get in this case? 
The customer liked the product 
“A” from advertising, and 
the seller “foists on” him the 
product “B”. aren’t you under 
the impression that they work 
for different companies? Who 
loses in this case?

One way or another, the 
kickback always brings the 
destruction to the store, the 
buyer, the supplier.

How should 
everything work?

How can the store raise 
its revenue and motivate 
its employees to achieve 
the maximum result for the 
company?

In the process of achieving 
this goal, all employees are 
important. They should be 
interested primarily in the 
growth of income of the 
company, which also depends 
on their earnings. Not in the 
growth of sales of a particular 
product “A”, but in the 
company’s overall profit. To do 
this, everyone has to perform 
his functions:

● the owner determines 
which product to work with 
and with which not;

● the owner creates and 

controls the motivation of all 
employees;

● the marketing specialist 
advertises the product, attracts 
customers to the store;

● the seller registers the 
agreement;

● service department 
delivers, installs;

● the quality department 
controls work at all stages;

● etc.

This list can be continued 
endlessly. But the main thing is: 
ALL the team is responsible for 
the result! Everyone influences 
the income level! And only 
teamwork will lead the store to 
success! You can not distinguish 
one employee and give him a 
reward, forgetting about the 
whole team!

The supplier can give a 
bonus to the store for achieving 
certain results. For example, 
the store sold its product for 
100,000 UAH, and the supplier, 
as a bonus, rented a house with 
a pool for the entire store team. 
They can also hold together PR-
actions, increase the budget 
for advertising, etc. There are 
plenty of ways to increase 
sales and at the same time 
interest the entire staff of the 
store. The whole team should 
receive a percentage of the 
income it brings. Only then will 
the parties, both the supplier, 
the owner and the employees, 
remain in the win.

I will summarize the 
results:

Kickbacks destroy the company.
If you want your entire team 

to work on the result – create a 
system of motivation from income, 
develop a system for encouraging 
the whole team.

Stop stimulating kickbacks, take 
responsibility for motivating your 
team and your sales. Only then you 
will really start to earn.

Denis Melnikov, 
Founder of Very Dveri
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What is needed to 
create a successful 
company?

The first step towards creating 
a company is a dream. A 
dream always gives birth to 
an idea. But any correct idea 
requires implementation. 
Without overcoming your 
fears it is impossible to move 
forward. Without the necessary 
resources (capital, time, labor, 
etc.) there will not be even a 
very small enterprise. Without 
a system of values, a team will 
not be formed, and without a 
well-chosen team there will be 
no further development of the 
company. It is very important 
for a successful company 
to consider development 
of a system, ensuring 
competitiveness and constant 
search for new opportunities.

Our company was successful 
in an evolutionary way, 
constantly investing profit in 
development. The company 

is a family company (as many 
Italian companies are, which 
brings us closer together), 
which imposes some imprint 
on the style of leadership: for 
us, all our employees are our 
big family and all our partners 
are friends. What leads us all 
to victory is love to our business 
and door hardware, which 
for me personally has always 
been associated with branded 
jewelry for the doors.

What are the 
expected tendencies 
in the door and door 
hardware market?

Our company always follows 
the trends of this market, 
starting with the first show of 
novelties of “door fashion” at 
the European exhibitions until 
the time of implementation of 
ideas by Ukrainian producers. 
Door hardware is the creation 
of a certain status of door 
products, and the ability to 
differ from others, the way of 

forming a better cost for the 
best quality. Almost all the 
novelties presented by the 
Italian manufacturers, in our 
opinion, will be of interest to the 
Ukrainian consumer, and they 
will replenish our warehouse 
availability in the shortest 
possible time. Sometimes 
it takes years to accept 
someting, as in the case of 
a concealed aluminum box, 
which was developed by the 
Italians more than ten years 
ago, but has become the trend 
of our market quite recently. 
But nowadays, when all 
manufacturers visit European 
exhibitions, understanding of 
the need to innovate comes 
faster, because at present we 
can take pride in the products 
and successes of many 
Ukrainian door manufacturers.

The door market is constantly 
evolving and changing, 
and business models will 
change, too. Large door 
networks develop their own 
manufactures, which will 

“Experience brings maturity, and it is accompanied by modesty”. 
Itzhak Adizes

Tetiana Rudenko, Co-owner and Director of Polymer Service company.
Polymer Service company was founded in 1998 and will soon celebrate its 20-th anniversary.
At present we occupy a fairly large share of the door hardware market in Ukraine, covering all 
sales channels in two directions, hardware for interior doors and hardware for entrance doors. The 
product line of many thousands of assortments covers all price segments of the product, allowing 
you to choose a consumer with any budget.
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nudge the door manufacturers 
to develop their own real 
networks. Rapid introduction 
of innovations will distinguish 
both the leaders of this market 
and manufacturers who 
are able to quickly change 
their methods of work. In the 
retail segment, we expect 
an increase in the number of 
transactions with a decrease 
in their average cost, which is 
associated with an increase in 
the proportion of low-format 
housing. The “invisible and 
noiseless”: concealed hinges, 
silent magnetic mechanisms, 
concealed aluminum boxes 
and invisible sliding structures 
will still be in fashion. The 
systems of saving living space, 
such as sliding and rotary ones, 
are becoming more and more 
urgent. High-tech products with 
electronic access control, as 
well as locks and cylinders with 
additional security features 
will be in demand for the front 
doors. We expect an increase 
in demand for “Made in Italy” 
door hardware, because 
Italy is the world leader in 
fashion industry, design and 
innovation, including the 
door segment. The Ukrainian 
manufacturer, in an effort to 
meet the level of European 
quality, will also approach 
the goal by installing the 
certified European hardware. 
The world is becoming more 

technologically-oriented and 
we will have to follow this trend.

And the new generation, that 
is growing on high-tech devices 
and is already accustomed to 
getting the desired product 
at the earliest possible time 
by pressing a button on the 
Internet, will form an Internet 
sales segment, as well as 
the need for accelerating 
the terms of production, 
permanent stock availability 
and innovation. Export 
development opportunities will 
be directly related to the cost of 
production and the possibilities 
of finding markets. The cost 
of production is very much 
influenced by the labor market 
and the growth of commodity 
markets. Military conflicts 
and natural disasters in other 
countries will play a significant 
role in the development of 
exports.

What would you wish 
young companies, 
which are only 
mastering the niche 
of the door business?
From my own experience I can 
give some advice to start-ups:

• Define your 
development strategy in this 
rather busy niche;

• Set the goals, build the 

system of work, create a team;
• Listen to the market, 

learn the experience, draw 
conclusions, make decisions;

• Ensure the 
competitiveness and 
recognition of products;

• Do your business. 
Specialization is the key to 
success;

• Do not be afraid to be 
different. Try it;

• Do not be a bottom-
feeder. Damping is fear. Fear is 
for the weak;

• Eliminate corruption. 
Corruption undermines and 
destroys the company;

• Continually look for new 
opportunities;

• Do not stop at the 
achievement and continuously 
improve.

“Every morning in Africa, a 
gazelle wakes up. It knows it 
must run faster than the fastest 
lion, or it will be killed. Every 
morning a lion wakes up. It 
knows it must outrun the slowest 
gazelle, or it will starve to death. 
It doesn’t matter whether you 
are a lion or a gazelle. When 
the sun comes up, you better 
start running.” 

T. Friedman

Earn, develop, invest!

Tetiana Rudenko, 
Co-owner of Polymer 

Service company
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The opening of the 
hypermarket of the new 
format “Gorod Dverey” gave 
a powerful impetus to the 
creation of a large-scale 
trading space, which eventually 
denied the archaic conventions 
in the display of modern door 
products.

Key ideas of the project:
- radically innovative 

approach to the implementation 

of exhibition equipment;
- careful functional 

planning, nothing superfluous, 
only useful space;

- maximum recycling, 
reuse of materials, caring for 
the environment.

Among the urgent tasks to be 
fulfilled, three priority ones were 
crystallized.

1. To refuse from 

gypsum constructions, which 
consistently brought about 
unwanted confusion during 
the updating of expositions 
on the trading floor. And given 
the regular consumption of 
this material, also presented a 
financial inconvenience.

2. Develop a permanent, 
yet mobile, sitting area that 
easily adapts to the dynamic 
range.

3. Implement the 
conceptual design of the 
founders of the hypermarket 
and make it possible for visitors 
to enter the door. Despite the 
apparent absurdity, there is a 
blind wall behind the exposition 
doors of the great majority of 
door stores.

As a result of the full 
understanding of all the 
participants of the process and 
the painstaking analysis of the 
disadvantages of the previous 
retail space, the project 
accumulated an industrial 

Sales

What should a point of sale be in order to qualify for the “Interior 
of the Year” prize?

The idea of a new approach to door retail was shared by Andriy Shpetny, a co-owner of the 
hypermarket “Gorod Dverey”. Maximum customer orientation, comfort and convenience for 
the staff, versatility of exhibition designs, European approach to the allocation of work space 
and environmental care are what the management and the architect were guided in their 
approach of updating the point of sale.

Nomination: Interior of commercial premises and catering establishments.
The project team is:
Ryna Lovko, architect, 
Yuri Belyh, designer. 
Area: 850 sq.m.

Ryna Lovko, Architect
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interior with practical attributes 
of constructivism, which is a 
clear functional link between 
all zones, as well as a strictly 
logical approach to planning 
each square meter. The smallest 
pieces are weighed down!

In the center of attention is 
a powerful metal exhibition 
equipment. Reminding a giant 
tinker toys, it easily adapts to 
any size of the doors. Innovative 
solution in exhibiting products is 
undoubtedly the structure of the 
sitting area. Voila and visitors to 
the hypermarket can now not 
only open but also enter each 
door. Logical continuation is the 
availability of a choice board, 
mounted on the reverse side. 
These fundamental differences 
demonstrate the highly 
innovative nature of the “Gorod 
Dverey” project in the niche of 
door products.

The retail space contains 
several functional areas, in 
which about 30 employees 
of the hypermarket work 
comfortably. 

The first floor:
- a retail area is a kind of a 

living room where visitors meet 
managers;

- exposition area, in which 
about 300 exhibition models 
are presented;

- a zone for guest express 
negotiations (up to 10 people);

- a lecture zone with a 
projector (up to 50 people), 
where corporate seminars and 
other important events are held;

- a children’s corner for 
drawing, in which kids may rest, 
while parents are busy studying 
the range;

- a library, in which 
architects and interior designers 
are able to view topical catalogs 
and professional literature with 
a cup of coffee;

- a zone of high comfort 
for employees – with a mini 
kitchen, lockers for storing 
personal belongings, as well 
as a spacious bathroom and a 
shower.

The second floor:
- a zone for negotiations, 

for internal meetings;
- administrative part of 

the hypermarket.

Raw metal, wood and glass 
prevail among the materials. 
Within the context of recycling, 

the project illustrates a number 
of extravagant solutions. A 
striking example is the industrial 
racking equipment, spotted on 
time, which was expected to 
be scrapped; followed by the 
idea to breathe life into metal 
and make the vast majority of 
metal constructions, including 
the second floor platform. By 
the way, in general 17 tons of 
metal are used here! Powerful 
armored glass, behind which 
the cashier of the hypermarket 
is comfortably placed, had also 
undergone reincarnation. It was 
purchased at an auction in a 
bank. As a result, it was possible 
not only to save significant 
customer funds, but also to 
organically continue the theme 
of the industrial interior.
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As surveys show, many 
Ukrainian companies are 
in need of highly skilled 
professionals.

We want to hire cool, 
hard-working, responsible, 
purposeful people. And more 
often we replace existing 
employees who are “tired”, 
“burned out”, “do not want 
anything”; but hiring is not a 
simple matter. Of course, if 
your HR level is skyrocket, you 
are very lucky. All you need to 
do is to manage the crowd of 
applicants, who are taking the 
door of its hinges to work with 
you.

However, in this case there is 
a problem, as the leaders do 
not want to hire new people. 
You know why? Because new 
people need to be taught. The 
worst word is “TO TEACH”.

You teach him and teach, 

and then bang!, he changed 
his mind to work in a week. 
And again, dear executive, 
start teaching all over again. 
It’s not that bad if you need 
to teach one, but if there are 
three? And everyone leaves. 
And the executive had already 
invested in them, instead of 
doing his own business. The new 
employees left, little caring of 
the executive’s effort spent on 
them. It may go on and on.

Do you think the executive 
wants to hire new employees? 
Of course not, who likes to lose 
part of himself.

However, the work has to 
be done, there aren’t enough 
hands; what does our executive 
do? He puts on a suit of super 
hero 80 lvl and starts to push, 
raise, “resurrect” and inspire 
the employees who are “barely 

alive”. He does it in despair. 
Well, it doesn’t matter that they 
“barely breathe”, but thy are 
“his people”, and we do not 
need TO TEACH them, and the 
executive is ready to work with 
them somehow further.

By SOMEHOW I mean TO DO 
THE WORK INSTEAD OF YOUR 
SUBORDINATES.

To summarize it all
Overloading of the executive, 

a lot of unsettled matters, 
reduction in the speed of work, 
decrease of results. And we 
lose good executives.

STOP! Let’s dwell on this stage, 
and look at the way out of this 
terribly true story.

- How can we make the 
executives like to hire new 
employees?

- How can we restore the 
desire of people to study?

- How can we instil in the 
company an idea that the 
learner is a superhero?

MODUS has not only answers 
to these questions, but 
practical actions confirmed by 
the results. Let’s start with the 
beginning!

- How can we make the 
executives like to hire new 
employees?

The prepared educational 
resources come to the 
rescue here. These may be 
study guides, short videos, 
presentations, description of 
the properties and benefits, 
special drawing, scripts of 
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conversations over the phone 
and much more. It is desirable 
to have a description of the 
history of the company and 
the benefits of work specifically 
with you.

Please, note that a large 
piece of information is difficult 
to master in a short time, 
especially if the sequence 
of studying this information 
is not clear. We recommend 
to create a training plan with 
specific steps, supplemented 
by materials.

An employee moves this way 
on his own. The executive only 
checks the completion of these 
items.

• If we talk about the 
“perfect picture”, after each 
step there is a certification, so 
the employee confirms that he 
understood the material, and 
not just read it.

See what we get at that rate.
A new employee – receiving 

a plan – taken steps – 
confirmation of the executive – 
checking in the “fields” = Result

And you make a decision 
according to the results, it 
doesn’t matter whether it is 
“your person” or not.

It all takes a week, during 
which the executive spends 
only 2-3 hours of his time, 
and receives the desired or 
confirmed result. And if you hire 
not 1 but 3-4 people, then you 
have a chance to choose the 
best from them.

*I understand that not all 
professions can be closed 
this way. However, we are 
not a vocational school or an 
institution of higher education, 
we employ narrow specialists 
already with some level of 
necessary skills.

This tool works for most 

employees. MODUS confirms it.
Let’s get back to other 

questions.
- How can we restore the 

desire of people to study?
People do not want to learn 

mainly for two reasons:
1. I know everything;
2. I do not know how this 

training will help me in the 
future.

Let’s consider both reasons.
“I know everything” – are 

people whom it is impossible to 
teach anything new until they 
can cope with their “know-it-
all” approach.

One way to do it is to give 
an employee a task, in which 
he needs to apply knowledge 
that he does not possess, but 
which can be easily obtained 
from the finished materials. 
Support the employee in his 
desire to cope with the task, 
make sure you pay attention to 
his outcome.

“I do not know how this 
training will help me in the 
future”.

This is the phrase that has 
lingered since childhood. We 
were all taught something we 
do not use today. It’s good if 
you use 50-30% of all that we 
studied at school/university/ 
institute. But more often, we 
were taught things that we did 
not understand, then we were 
questioned on them, called 
to the board and publicly 
given an unsatisfactory mark. 
And what is the implication 
of this unsatisfactory mark? A 
punishment for not showing us 
how to apply knowledge?

Paradox. That’s why many do 
not like to learn so much.

How can we handle it?
Illustrate on examples how 

learning materials will affect the 

personal outcome of each and 
the team as a whole. It’s clear, 
that you yourself have to want 
and love to learn, and you must 
know all the materials used for 
training in your company.

When a person sees benefits 
in the future, he/she is ready to 
study today. 

- How can we instil in the 
company an idea that the 
learner is a superhero?

Idea is a thought or 
suggestion, that defines 
the meaning of something 
(Explanatory dictionary by S.I. 
Ozhogov). 

Leaders illustrate it on their 
example.

Promote the results of those 
who learn. Always talk about 
positive changes of the staff, 
who completed training.

Launch a GAME. The one, 
who in the week (month, 
quarter) receives the highest 
mark for attestation, will get a 
ball/pie in the sky/a day off/a 
poodle/a cup of coffee from 
the Director General.

In order to share with you our 
successful actions today, we 
went through a lot, overcame 
many obstacles and gained 
experience in a hard way. Now 
we are #ManiacsEducators 
ready to support you. We are 
ready to answer your questions 
and help launch YOUR 
ACADEMY. We are strong when 
we are together!

Olexandra Potemkina, Head 
of quality management and 

qualification of Modus company
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Let’s start by looking at the 
situation of “business on the 
Internet” from the buyer’s 
perspective.

Awareness is our all.
There are three basic levels 

of customer awareness.
First: the customer formed 

the need to buy a specific 
product, he has not only desire 
but also money. All you have to 
do is show our product to him. 
For this category, a simplified 
approach works great: as 
it was already mentioned 
above, we do landing, start up 
advertising on Facebook,set 
up SEO and go. What is the 
percentage of such customers 
in real life? Experts estimate, 
that no more than 5%. How 
many owners use the above-
mentioned approach – close 
to 100%. What is the probability 
of buying your product/service 
– 1 out of 20. And this is at its 
best. Now let’s count how many 
customers it is, and whether 
you can fly high at such at such 

rate. Mathematics is simple, 
you cannot fly high with such 
an approach.

Second: the need for goods/
services exists, but it is poorly 
expressed. The desire to buy 
goods, and, moreover, the 
money for this purchase, 
were even not considered as 
an option. Such customers, 
according to experts, make 
up 40%. How will the above-
mentioned approach work 
for them? A person will go to 
your landing (immediately 
there arises a question: why 
should he/she go there?), will 
look (what should he/she look 
for?), buy (does he/she need 
the product/service at all? 
Why did you so come to this 
conclusion?). Something is 
missing. Let’s talk about it later.

The third level of awareness: 
the customer has a problem, 
and he understands that he 
needs to solve it, but he does 
not know how (low awareness). 
Such customers make up 
more than 50%. Obviously, 
the notorious approach will 

not work. Let’s summarize it: 
the solutions offered on the 
market, as a rule, affect 5% of 
customers, and competition for 
these 5% is serious.

Hence, the poor results of 
online customer engagement 
campaigns and, as a result, 
the owner does not trust the 
digital marketing. They knew, 
went, but did not get anything. 
A comprehensive approach 
is needed. In fact, the solution 
lies on the surface.

A comprehensive 
approach is needed.

We need a comprehensive 
marketing strategy that will 
take into account the whole 
complex of marketing as 
well as the specifics of the 
customer. A contractor, as a 
rule, is good in one particular 
direction: either SEO, or 
SMM, or site development, or 
advertising on Facebook, or in 
the messengers. Therefore, he 
promotes his pinpoint expertise 

Many people think that marketing is just advertising and sales. And this is not surprising: hundreds of 
commercials, ads in newspapers and sales announcements fall on us every day. But advertising and 
sales are no more than the components of marketing.

One of the key trends in the sphere of small and medium-sized businesses is its universal digitalization. 
Owners decide massively to “go to the Internet”. But only few people know how to do it correctly.

There is a huge number of contractors on the market. In simple words, it looks like this: we do landing, 
start up advertising on Facebook, set up SEO and go. Do you know those who managed to go with this 
scheme? I’ll wager, not many. Let’s understand why this is happening. And we will also try to find an 
answer to the classic question: “What to do?”
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as the ultimate truth. And we 
do not question this expertise. 
There are many professionals in 
the market.

But such questions: “What 
platform to use” (are the 
different ones?), “What 
advertising channels” (is there 
anything else in addition to 
advertising on Facebook and 
Google promotion?), and all the 
more: “what kind of promotion 
mechanism”(What is that? It 
isn’t the resource for technical 
specialists) can be answered 
only by the comprehensive 
marketing strategy.

It should be noted, that 
the marketing strategy, and 
especially its implementation, is 
expensive, long and ... will bring 
a tangible result. Cheap and 
easy is the wrong approach. It 
was proved, that it didn’t bring 
any results.

Show must go on
Therefore, the platform is 

a place of communication 
with the customer (not to be 
confused with the landing for 
$ 100). It is very important to 
turn this place into a show, as 
it should be interesting and 
comfortable for the customer.

Thus, the platforms are:
a) branded – a full-fledged 

product site or landing;
b) unbranded – for 

example, setting up a group, 
interesting for the target 
audience, associated with the 
topic of the ideological area of 
the brand, which complements 
the product site;

c) mosaic – the 
implementation of the unified 
communication idea through 
a multitude of activations and 
special projects, interconnected 
by cross-references; 

d) remote communications 
– brand representation on a 
third party resource, which may 
consist of a site of the company 
and special projects unrelated 
to it;

e) platforms in social 
networks;

e) Offline-Online Platforms 
– the synergy of all brand 
promotion channels, offline 
and online, which involve 
the conversion of brand 

communication into actions of 
users;

g) mobile platforms 
– creation of a mobile 
application to the site as a 
single communication channel 
between the brand and the 
consumer and much more. 
Technologies, as you see, are 
forging ahead.

To live playing a 
game

The mechanics of promotion is 
a game we offer the customer. 
By participating in the game, 
the customer agrees to be 
influenced. So, the mechanics 
options are:

a) photo competition – the 
participants create a photo 
according to the conditions of 
the promo, and the winner is 
determined by voting for the 
best work on the promo-site;

b) Instant Win – in a 
wider option it is the draw of 
promotional codes;

c) the determined gain 
– it differs from the above-
mentioned that the winning 
code is known in advance, it is 
necessary only to get it;

d) coupons – users 
download an electronic coupon 
for a discount with a limited 
duration, after which they are 
assigned a unique ID;

e) cumulative discounts 
– the user does actions in 
accordance with the conditions 
of the promotions, for which he 
receives a discount or a gift, etc.

Which road to 
choose?

Promotional channels are the 
way we will lead our customer, 
captured by our game, to our 
show. So, the main advertising 
channels are:

a) SEO (Search Engine 
Optimization): a set of actions 
to increase the position of 
digital platforms in the hits of 
search engines;

b) contextual advertising: 
advertisements are displayed 
in search engines, depending 

on what the user specifies in the 
request;

c) media advertising: 
advertisements are posted on 
large Internet portals, which 
are highly attended;

d) SMM (social networks 
and blogs): attracting potential 
customers through social 
platforms;

e) e-mail marketing: 
communicating with potential 
clients via email.

I believe it is clear that 
platforms, mechanics and 
advertising channels should be 
interdependent. Only this way 
it is impossible to guarantee the 
result.

To always get the 
desired result

A comprehensive marketing 
strategy answers the question: 
What game should I offer to 
the customer?, Which way 
should I take to lead him/her 
to the show? Then you can 
reach customers who are on 
the second and third stages of 
awareness, and raise them to a 
higher level. To sum it up, reach 
the first, only then you can sell.

It is like that. And you say: we 
do landing, start up advertising 
on Facebook, set up SEO and 
go. No! We do a comprehensive 
marketing strategy! We decide 
on the game (engagement 
mechanics), the road 
(advertising channels) and the 
show (platform). We patiently 
implement it all and work on 
the result (yes, we work, it won’t 
come itself). We set up sales.

We organize production. 
We work hard on quality and 
service. We receive happy 
customers. We achieve a 
constant flow of customers 
and, finally, we get a profit. 
Well, what you are going to do 
with your profit is none of our 
business.

Mykola Goncharov, Founder 
and ideological inspirer of the 

international company iPromo
(http://ipromo.digital/).
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The development of the 
company directly depends 
on the operational efficiency 
of the executive and the staff. 
How rationally do you spend 
your time as an executive?

Some executives work to 
the bone, forgetting about 
their family, weekends and, 
even more, about friends and 
vacation, and in the end, it 
turns out that not employees 
work for them, but vice versa.

Other executives seem 
to look at the company’s 
process superficially, but keep 
everything under control, 
successfully delegating tasks to 
subordinates and having time 
for training, strategic reflection, 
and even planned rest. Which 
of the two categories of 
executives do you belong to? 
That’s fine, if the second one. 
But if you are closer to the first 
one, then we will understand it 
and try to adjust your efficiency.

To begin with, you need to 
understand the meaning of 
the word executive, based on 
the dictionary, the executive is 

the one who leads, manages 
someone, something. To 
execute is to be the head in 
any joint activity, directing 
someone else’s activities. In 
English, executive is a business 
executive, who oversees 
the execution of the laws, 
essentially seeks to implement 
them.

None of the meanings of 
the word “executive” says that 
the executive must perform 
the work of his subordinates, 
but many executives do the 
work of their subordinates 
automatically, without even 
thinking about it. Thus, the 
executive himself deprives 
the subordinate from the 
responsibility for the results of 
the work performed.

This situation, of course, 
can not be changed in a 
day, but you can take some 
recommendations to help fix 
this state of affairs.

1. Never accept problems of 
your employees. Always ask 
the employee to suggest a 
solution.

2. When an employee wants 
to obtain an approval of the 

executive, he or she must lay out 
on paper or in electronic form 
the essence of the problem. It 
is also necessary to provide all 
the data for decision making, 
and in the end, to suggest your 
own solution to this problem. 
Thus, the employee takes 
responsibility for his field of 
work.

3. Do not accept a few 
solution options offered by your 
employees. Because having 
accepted 2 or 3 suggestions 
for solving one or other 
situation, you, again, make a 
decision yourself instead of the 
employee.

4. If the solution offered by 
your employee solves the 
problem, then you approve it, if 
not – you send it for follow-up 
revision. The most interesting 
thing is that employees during 
the preparation of such a 
business note can understand 
that this situation is in the 
area of their responsibility 
and competence. And they 
will solve this situation without 
attracting the attention of the 
executive.

If to sum it up, the responsibility 
of the staff will grow with the 
approval of such a business 
note, you will have to work less, 
and they will work much more 
efficiently. People with great 
pleasure embody their own 
decisions in life and express 
less enthusiasm when they are 
beamed down.

If the executer skillfully does 
his job, he gets the streamlined 
activity, coordinated actions 
of the employees, aimed 
at a common goal, where 
each employee performs 
certain functions, executes 
the order. This is a difficult 
task, and, fulfilling it well, 
the director receives status, 
respect and honor. He gets 
support, acknowledgement 
and recognition from the 
owner and his subordinates, his 
everyday life becomes orderly, 
he has great efficiency at work.

“Business is a team game. If 
the executer does not know how 

to properly arrange the work, 
even the best employees will 

create chaos” 
Olexandr Vysotsky
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AVANT GROUP
1 Semena Sklyarenka St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(044)221-22-12, (098)221-22-12 
info@tura.ua

Door Factory ТМ SteelGuard
67 Peremogi Ave., Bldg. D
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03062
(097)787-18-18, (095)787-18-18, 
(063)787-18-18 
info@steelguard.ua

Door Factory Maisternia Kassone
8 Alma-Atinska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02090
(044)599-23-93, (096)947-15-51 
info@maisternia-kassone.ua

Factory of doors of UNIC
7 Mikoli Vasilenka St., Of. 402
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03124
(044)223-13-19, (050)525-65-77, 
(098)819-44-03

TM Stalevi Dveri
21 Sverstyuka St., Of. 407
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02002
(044)221-50-50, (044)466-90-02, 
(067)466-90-00 
s-dveri@ukr.net

Door Factory Svit Dverey
35 Svitlitskogo St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04123
(044)229-26-18, (067)905-04-13, 
(093)586-86-60 
mirdverei@i.ua

TM Kyiv Spetsstal
14 Naberezhno-Hreschatitska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04070
(044)228-23-97, (044)223-96-05, 
(044)428-83-25 
kyivstal@gmail.com

Door Factory Metalevi Dveri
35 Svitlitskogo St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04123
(044)599-27-69, (097)178-50-37 
ps75@i.ua

Windows and Door Factory ESKO
18 Radischeva Ln.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03680
(067)441-00-98, (099)608-23-98, 
(073)107-11-77 
sales.esko@gmail.com

Door Factory Vashi Dveri
48/50 Volinska St., Of. 307
Kyiv, Kyiv Region
(044)245-80-86, (044)245-80-78, 
(067)403-22-13 
office@vashidveri.com.ua

Door Factory Arbo
1/9 Marshala Grechka St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04136
(044)238-24-74, (044)238-24-75, 
(097)222-49-49 
info@arbo.com.ua

Door Factory Sotis Center
3 Radischeva St., Of. B-203
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03680
(044)206-33-82, (044)206-33-83 
office@sotis.com.ua

Door Factory Monolit
3-B Viskozna St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02094
(044)223-15-03 
info@vzlom.Kyiv.ua

Door Factory DIS
1-B Vatslava Gavela Blvd.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03124
(097)777-61-33, (066)777-61-33 
dismebel@ukr.net

Door Factory IDEAL
1-A Magnitorska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02094
(044)223-70-45, (067)507-84-32, 
(063)100-05-02 
ideal@dveri-ideal.com.ua

Factories Catalog of companies

KYIV CITY

Надежно.
Эффектно.
Лучшая цена.

Корпоративный 
отдел:

г. Киев, 
пр-т Победы, 67,
корп. D

стальной защитник
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ISEOUA.COM
(044) 379 24 59; (098) 727 30 80
info.iseolocks@gmail.com

Системы контроля доступа

Цилиндры

Антипаника

Замки для бронедверей

R

RSC Ukraine - официальный 
дистрибьютор компании ISEO в Украине
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Door Factory Parus Dveri
39 Petra Grigorenka Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02140
(044)575-26-21, (066)996-64-20 
parus-dveri@ukr.net

LLC “Trading and production 
company Andromeda”
47 Slavgorodska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02091
(063)123-01-01 
info-andromeda@ukr.net

Door Factory STATUS DOORS
12-A Polyarna St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04201
(044)596-29-88, (067)468-06-03 
zinchenko@statusdoors.com

Door Factory Vlast
1 Magnitorska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02094
(068)338-27-37, (096)338-27-37 
info@vlast.com.ua

Door Factory Deco Lux
1-A Stetsenka St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04136
(044)427-10-45, (044)427-10-46, 
(067)402-10-07 
dekoo1@ukr.net

Door Factory Gold Line Style
10 Vikentiya Hvoyki St., Of. 8
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04080
(050)163-40-56, (093)480-53-29, 
(098)742-71-90 
info@goldlinestyle.com

Door Factory Astek
1 Kaysarova St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03022
(044)503-83-25, (050)252-88-66, 
(067)321-56-59 
sale11@astek.ua

Woodworking plant 7
9 Bogatirska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04209
(044)412-76-67, (044)412-02-33 
dok_7@ukr.net

Door Factory Legion
10/18 Biloruska St., Of. 48
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04050
(044)360-00-92, (096)735-34-41, 
(063)237-13-14 
legion700@gmail.com

Nova De Luchchi Factory
2/1 Bulahovskogo St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03164
(095)380-43-02, (067)236-72-72 
snab.nova@gmail.com

Door Factory Aprio
72 Glibochitska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04655
(044)232-44-02, (097)500-50-44, 
(050)849-35-97 
info@aprio.com.ua

Door Factory Neman
22/15 Novokostyantinivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04080
(067)607-97-19, (093)957-50-59 
neman.tm@gmail.com

Door Factory Vash Styl
12-A Polyarna St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04201
(044)596-29-88 
info@vashstyl.com

Door Factory Albion 
1 Magnitogorska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02094
(066)233-50-85, (063)820-70-29 
albiondveri@ukr.net

Door Factory Milano
5 Vizvoliteliv Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02000
(044)390-30-36, (044)592-21-44
sales@milano.com.ua

Factories Catalog of companies
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Door Factory AXIOMA 
4 Stavkova St.
Borisiv, Vasilkivskiy District, 
Kyiv Region 08606
(098)458-06-32, (050)575-54-70 
vz_ua@i.ua

Door Factory Bastion-BC
218 Gayok St.
Bila Tserkva, Kyiv Region 09110
(068)968-32-32, (067)217-29-49, 
(063)729-56-99 
salon@bastion-bc.ua

Door Factory Dveri Ukraine
23 Fastivska St.
Bila Tserkva, Kyiv Region 09100
(097)353-81-10, (098)566-71-23 
dveriukraine.ap@ukr.net

Door Factory Spravzhniy Maister
11 Gagarina St.
Bila Tserkva, Kyiv Region 09100
(067)924-24-00, (073)035-95-85, 
(093)510-46-10 
derevo80@ukr.net

Door Factory UKRDVERI
359 P. Zaporozhtsya St.
Bila Tserkva, Kyiv Region 09100
(067)467-06-68, (067)226-84-02

Door Factory Alians-BC
106 Oleksandrivskiy Blvd.
Bila Tserkva, Kyiv Region 09100
(093)291-09-79, (095)844-84-23, 
(068)650-06-23
alyansbc@gmail.com

Door Factory Ganus 
123 Shevchenka St.
Bilogorodka, Kyivo-Svyatoshinskiy 
District, Kyiv Region 08140
(067)438-88-83, (063)338-88-83 
ganus.dv@gmail.com

Door Factory Doorclub 
20 Sadova St.
Gorenka, Kyivo-Svyatoshinskiy District, 
Kyiv Region 08105
(097)873-97-55, (093)344-28-53 
doorclub2017@gmail.com

Pride
6-G Lugova St.
Gostomel, Kyiv Region 08289
(050)377-77-67 
pride.door@gmail.com

Door Factory Vporte, PE Pinchuk V.V.
2 Chkalova St.
Bucha, Kyiv Region 08292
(098)568-74-67, (050)433-05-55 
development@vporte.com.ua 
sales@vporte.com.ua

LLC “Aluint”
18 Nezalezhnosti Blvd.
Brovari, Kyiv Region 07400
(044)338-25-23, (066)145-25-40 
info@aluint.com

Door Factory Crystallit
22-A Volodimirivska St.
Vasilkiv, Kyiv Region 08600
(095)574-29-97, (097)536-46-37 
crystallit@ukr.net

KYIV REGION
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LLC “TVK Yekaterinoslav Dverna Artel“
TM Ministry of Doors
97 Gagarina Ave.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 
49010
(056)373-73-99, (067)634-79-63, 
(067)568-78-89 
eg@dnepr-doors.com.ua

Door Factory ART DOR
34 Ivana Mazepi Ave.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(056)790-45-24, (068)906-54-78, 
(067)393-37-57 
td-artdoor@ukr.net 

Door factory Bronelplast
5-B Novobudivelna St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 48089
(050)340-32-71, (056)788-04-38, 
(067)109-01-22 
info@broneplast.dp.ua 

Door Factory MD Metaldver
102-V Oleksandra Polya Ave.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(056)796-55-22 
dnepropetrovsk1@metalldver.com.ua 

Door Factory Wakewood 
84-A Filosofska St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49006
(099)757-86-76, (067)628-11-29 
info.wakewood@i.ua 
wakewood.dp@i.ua 

Door Factory FADO 
14 Suvorova St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49089
(067)245-55-42, (056)753-00-72 
fadoalina@gmail.com 

Door Factory Davidos 
P.O. Box 624
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(056)794-30-81, (050)481-72-00 
info@davidos.de 
dmitriy.rymarenko@davidos.com.ua 

NPF SVK
62-G Slavi Blvd.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49126
(056)790-12-81 
info@woodworking-svk.com.ua 
svk-sales@ukr.net

Window and Door Factory SteKo
11 Artilna St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49081
(050)050-55-00, (067)301-55-00, 
(073)301-55-00 
mail@steko.com.ua 

Door Factory Verto
9 Tereshkina St.
Pavlograd, Dnipropetrovsk Region 
51400
(056)320-93-80, (056)320-93-85 
info@verto-doors.com 

Broneplast
5 Novobudivelna St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49089
(056)788-04-38, (050)340-32-71 
info@broneplast.dp.ua 

Joiner’s shop “Stoliara”
8-B Robocha St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49006
(056)378-17-18, (067)563-47-20 
info@ua.fm

DNIPROPETROVSK REGION

Door Factory Metr Door
24 Peremogi Ave.
Lutsk, Volyn Region 43005
(033)278-93-00, (033)278-46-77, 
(067)334-33-68 
metrnametr@bigmir.net 
metrnametr@ukr.net

VOLYN REGION

Antares
4 Akademika Yangelya St., Of. 104
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21007
(067)433-07-12, (067)433-03-58 
antares-dveri@ukr.net 

Factory of Door Megapolis
82 Hmelnitske shose St., Of. 510
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21036
(068)861-70-66, (043)246-89-37 
megapolis510@ukr.net

Imperia Dereva Factory TC Atom 
9 Kostyantina Vasilenka St.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21037
(096) 555-79-55 
vipartwood@gmail.com 

Door Factory LDK-Partner
4 Akademika Yangelya St.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21007
(050)942-05-01 
ldk-partner@mail.ru 

Tarimus Group Ltd.
76 Nemirivske shose St.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21034
(096)693-59-95, (066)953-77-35 
vin_doors@i.ua 

Door Factory Terminus
1-D Mehanizatoriv St.
Ivaniv, Kalinivskiy District, Vinnitsya 
Region 22434
(043)250-91-00, (067)430-18-46 
sales@terminus.ua

VINNYTSIA REGION

KYIV REGION
Megaplast
9 Zaporizka St.
Brovari, Kyiv Region 07400
(044)337-26-37, (096)964-19-65 
office@megaplast.Kyiv.ua 

RT Kompaniya
14-B Kiyivska St.
Brovari, Kyiv Region 07400
(044)223-95-29, (097)818-51-65, 
(097)975-77-09 
r-tcompany@ukr.net

Hormann Ltd.
4 Chumatska St.
Borispil, Kyiv Region 08300
(044)406-10-00, (044)406-10-01 
info.kie@hoermann.com.ua
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Door Factory Windsor 
85-A Baranova St.
Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Region 10001
(067)472-11-44, (050)472-11-44 
sales@windzor.com.ua 

Door Factory Status
16 Granitna St.
Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Region 10031
(067)630-33-22 
manager@dveristatus.com 
fabrika_status@mail.ru 

Door Factory Rostok
Berdichiv, Zhytomyr Region 13300
(097)690-18-52 
Vitaliy1977@ukr.net 

Door Factory DW
100 Nizguretska St.
Berdichiv, Zhytomyr Region 13300
(067) 500-82-55 
dw@dw.ua 

Malyn Furniture Factory
43 Grushevskogo St.
Malin, Zhytomyr Region 11600
(041)335-35-43, (067)238-76-06 
office@mmf.net.ua 
marketing@mmf.net.ua 

Window and Door Factory “Ocean”
13 Zavodska St.
Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Region 10025
(067)410-15-19, (097)000-02-04

ZHYTOMYR REGION

Door Factory Frezer
10/13 Miru St.
Mukachevo, Zakarpattia Region 89600
(095)033-80-45, (095)334-65-55, 
(099)971-21-61 
info@frezer.in.ua 

Joiner’s shop Platzer 
110 Beregivska St.
Mukachevo, Zakarpattia Region 
89600
(068)994-38-80, (095)255-42-00 
platzer29@gmail.com 

Atlant Ltd
3-A Kolgospna St.
Hust, Zakarpattia Region 90400
(031)425-13-05, (096)277-56-40 
atlant5@ukr.net

Factories Catalog of companies

ZAKARPATTIA REGION

Door Factory TM Patriot
11 Antenna St.
Zaporizhzhia, Zaporizhzhia Region 
69057
(050)421-14-96, (098)953-23-16 
office@patriotdoors.com.ua 

Door Factory MSM
5 Feodosiyska St.
Zaporizhzhia, Zaporizhzhia Region 
69008
(067)610-18-77 
msmdoor@gmail.com 

Door Factory Fort Knox 
48 Peremogi St.
Zaporizhzhia, Zaporizhzhia Region 
69001
(067)632-27-19, (099)092-95-10, 
(061)270-12-07 
mail@fort-nox.com.ua 

Door Factory Kedr Lux
20 Kolorova St.
Zaporizhzhia, Zaporizhzhia Region 
69084
(050)484-79-38 , (097)774-61-90 
Kedr.lux@gmail.com 

Door Factory Shpon-Service
20 Peremogi St.
Zaporizhzhia, Zaporizhzhia Region 
69001
(097)280-68-50, (050)678-59-16 
v80972806850@gmail.com 

Door Factory Olexandrivski Dveri
2 Pivdennoukrayinska St.
Zaporizhzhia, Zaporizhzhia Region 69037
(067)167-98-88, (061)233-39-19, (050)428-82-82 
vikondazpua@gmail.com 

Factory of Interior Doors Phoenix
11-B Antenna St.
Zaporizhzhia, Zaporizhzhia Region 69057
(095)692-11-39 
office@f-door.com.ua 
fenix-zp@bk.ru 

Door and Furniture Factory Lito
48 Pivdenne Rte.
Zaporizhzhia, Zaporizhzhia Region 
69032
(097)956-62-54, (095)474-20-93 
letodveri@gmail.com 

Meranti-plus Door Factory 
44 Peremogi St.
Zaporizhzhia, Zaporizhzhia Region 69001
(061)232-69-60, (095)173-33-33, 
(063)404-41-00 
komdirmerantiplus@gmail.com

ZAPORIZHZHIA REGION

Grand Door Factory
54 Belvederska St.
Ivano-Frankivsk, Ivano-Frankivsk 
Region 76010
(050)109-99-88, (067)344-66-08 

The First Window Plant Factory
2-V Polova St.
Ivano-Frankivsk, Ivano-Frankivsk 
Region 76005
(050)338-90-70, (098)538-90-70
svyatoslav.danylyuk@pvz.if.ua 

Decor Co. LTD
1 Baronska St.
Hutir-Budiliv, Ivano-Frankivsk Region 78032
(034)767-16-76, (034)767-13-45, 
(050)670-58-45 
dekor_sn@ukr.net 
info@dekor-mebel.com.ua

IVANO-FRANKIVSK REGION

DNIPROPETROVSK REGION
LuxDom
46 Slavi Blvd.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49126
(068)219-80-20, (050)589-70-40 
luxdom.in.ua@gmail.com 

Door Factory KING DOORS
20 Pushkina Ave.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49101
(097)364-12-04, (095)902-92-65 
mail@kingdoors.com.ua 

Door Factory Altezza 
1 Dernova St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49010
(067)636-52-80, (067)566-66-57 
altezza.in.ua@gmail.com
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WoodTechnic Door Factory
313 Shevchenka St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79069
(032)242-22-60, (067)340-30-19 
woodtechnic@ukr.net 

Door Factory Door-Budservice
4 Kukurudzyana St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79056
(032)294-50-55, (032)294-50-54 
hvoyalviv@bigmir.net 

Grand Door Factory
72 B. Hmelnitskogo St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79010
(067)672-20-02 
grandlviv@i.ua 

Door Factory UA
357 Gorodotska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79040
(032)247-60-07, (067)340-08-53 
fabrykavd5@gmail.com

Door Factory Nika Doors
357 Gorodotska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79040
(032)294-98-65, (067)489-58-29, 
(093)170-23-51
info@nikadoors.com.ua

Door Factory Lviv doors, 
windows, furniture
51 Zelena St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79017
(032)247-68-65, (068)614-63-80, 
(067)491-71-36 
lesh.nataliya@ukr.net 

UniQue Door Factory
6 Smolskogo St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79008
(032)276-65-49, (097)380-88-64 
vikna.dveri.lv@gmail.com 

PERFECT Door Factory
149-B Zelena St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79035
(095)228-28-74 
o.sirman@gk.te.ua 

Galtinko Ltd.
42 Chigirinska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79037
(032)291-76-44, (067)252-86-73, 
(067)700-76-37 
galtinko@ukr.net 

Tesla Ltd.
1 Dityacha St.
Bryuhovichi, Peremishlyanskiy District, 
Lviv Region 81244
(032)234-67-27, (067)682-32-48 
teslya.br@gmail.com 

Door Factory Brama
25 Svobodi St.
Ryasne-Ruske, Yavorivskiy District, Lviv 
Region 81085
(032)235-11-90, (032)235-11-98 
office@brama.ua 

Door Factory Broniovyk
4 Vokzalna St.
Malehiv, Zhovkivskiy District, Lviv 
Region 80383
(068)242-69-88, (067)67-64-200 
bronovuk@gmail.com

RoyalWin Wooden Design Factory
71-A Shkilna St.
Pili, Zhovkivskiy District, Lviv Region 
80337
(067)777-76-69 
royalwinoffice@gmail.com 

VDIM Door Factory
8 Hodorivska St.
Noviy Rozdil, Lviv Region 81652
(067)153-54-04, (099)662-39-34 
office@vdim.info 

Door Factory Paolo Rossi
12-A Volodimira Velikogo St.
Stebnik, Lviv Region 82172
(032)444-55-54, (032)444-55-11, 
(032)444-55-22 
office@paolorossi.ua 

Door factory Thermoplast plus
11 Drogobitska St.
Medenichi, Drogobitskiy District, Lviv 
Region 82160
(067)167-76-33, (050)163-10-56 
termo.zakaz@gmail.com 

Door Factory “Levgurt”
105 Gorodtska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79016
(066)513-79-80, (063)280-97-36 
levhurt@ukr.net 

Door Factory Maisternia Zatyshku
12 Shosta Povzdovzhnya St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54024
(050)182-88-24, (068)517-39-57, (066)340-
64-47
masternia.com@ukr.net 

Fort Lock Door Factory
13-V Geroyiv Stalingradu Ave.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54025
(051)243-00-98, (067)991-00-50
dvfortlock@gmail.com 

Ltd Artel LTD
20 Chkalova St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54017
(051)250-05-35 
gena@artel.mk.ua 

Door factory TED-MASTER
17/3 Tsilinna St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54046
(050)208-15-29, (067)669-73-94 
ted-master@ukr.net

MYKOLAIV REGION

FactoriesCatalog of companies

LVIV REGION
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Domberg Door Factory
69/71 Raskidaylivska St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65110
(048)784-01-96, (067)484-78-91 
sales@domberg.ua 

Aldi Door Factory
Odesa, Odesa Region
(067)484-13-92, (066)536-64-12, 
(068)256-47-98 
albi.df13@gmail.com 
albi.df@ukr.net

Door Factory CONEX
50 Otamana Chepigi St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65003
(048)716-64-86, (048)716-60-74 
dveri@conex.ua 

ELDOOR Door Factory
135/2 Tolbuhina St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65080
(048)703-15-50 
info@elnova.od.ua 

Door Factory Strazh
32 Mala Arnautska St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65007
(048)787-81-81 
dveristraj@gmail.com 

Door Factory Formet
120/1 Balkivska St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65005
(093)390-99-08 
sales@formet.com.ua 

Door Factory Art Grant
Odesa, Odesa Region 65038
(048)759-95-65, (067)710-50-50, 
(093)035-18-62 

Door Factory Berez
11 Pristantsiona St.
Berezivka, Odesa Region 67300
(048)795-57-00, (067)480-74-81 
dveri_berez@ukr.net 

Sagan Door Factory
13/2 Paustovskogo St.
Krizhanivka, Kominternivskiy District, 
Odesa Region 67562
(048)738-95-85, (067)828-80-24, 
(067)517-04-94
 info@sagan.com.ua

ODESA REGION

Door Factory Steel-M
370-D Soborna St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33024
(036)268-33-33, (096)630-69-80, 
(050)905-32-32
vzbut@stal-m.ua 

Door Factory AKSBUD
19 Danila Galitskogo St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33027
(067)762-88-88, (036)246-09-46 
aks@rivne.com 

Melnyk Joiner’s shop 
92-A Kiyivska St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33000
(067)354-10-75 
430075@gmail.com 

Door Factory Joiner’s 
shop in Prysadybna
5 Prisadibna St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33001
(067)363-20-60 , (050)375-52-77 
stolar.com.ua@gmail.com 

Factory UKRAINIAN 
WOODWORKING COMPANY
13 Stepanska St.
Kostopil, Rivne Region 35000
(036)572-47-03, (067)363-35-84 
office_ ydk@ukr.net

Door Factory Mario Doors
47-A Sagaydachnogo St.
Ostrog, Rivne Region 35800
(067)337-88-55, (067)108-57-57 
fabrika_dverey@i.ua

RIVNE REGION

InWood Door Factory
4-B Sportivniy Ln.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36014
(053)261-60-04, (053)261-60-05 
sales@inwood.com.ua 

Door Factory QuantProm
4-B Sportivniy Ln.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36014
(053)267-80-70, (067)535-17-15, 
(050)304-63-30
sbytkvantprom@gmail.com 

Window Factory from 
the factory Mertmo
76 Vokzalna St.
Mirgorod, Poltava Region 37600
(053)555-53-52, (050)305-02-26, 
(050)400-54-11
 office.mtermo@gmail.com

Europlast Ltd.
16 Mayora Borischaka St.
Kremenchuk, Poltava Region 39600
(067)540-90-97 
evroplast.kremen@gmail.com 

Door Factory Olbis
12 Nebesnoyi Sotni St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36020
(053)261-37-10

POLTAVA REGION

Factories Catalog of companies
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Door Factory PAPA CARLO
14 Novgorodska St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61145
(057)702-02-28, (057)345-25-25, 
(067)575-18-08
papacarlomail@gmail.com 

Door Factory Bronenosets
51 Dvadtsyat tretogo Serpnya St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61103
(063)570-24-44, (095)737-33-55, 
(096)353-52-27
info@bronenosec.com.ua 

Kommunar Door Factory
2 Derzhavinska St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61001
(097)700-01-02, (073)700-01-00, 
(066)700-01-01
snab@kommunar.ua 

Door Factory Dorum
25 Korolenko St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61003
(057)757-32-10, (063)313-68-33, 
(067)539-50-70
info@dorum.com.ua 

Door Factory Novyi Styl
120 Ak. Pavlova St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61054
(057)761-94-44, (067)922-94-44, 
(093)763-44-49 
nsdoors.kh@gmail.com 

Lana Door Factory
7-A Chervonozhovtneva St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61012
(057)712-08-10, (050)641-64-90, 
(067)571-41-30 
lana1@ukr.net 

WoodOK Factory (Eastern Ukrainian 
Woodworking Plant)
37-A Iskrinska St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61093
(098)399-00-11 
woodok.doors@gmail.com 

Qualita Door Factory
1 Pershiy Lisoparkoviy Ln.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61070
(057)717-26-12, (067)579-11-72 
info@qualita.com.ua 

Door Factory Medved
9-A Vasilya Stusa St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region
(066)301-37-57, (067)983-54-97 
sale@sveri-medved.com.ua

OMiS Door Factory
19 Kirgizka St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61105
(057)751-37-36, (057)721-11-71, 
(095)076-61-98
 sales@omis.com.ua

Door Factory PROFESSIONAL-M
257 Moskovskiy Ave.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61099
(057)758-24-86, (067)900-40-56, 
(093)124-00-08 
profmdoors@ukr.net 

STDM Door Factory
13 Mikolayivska St.
Hroli, Kharkivskiy District, Kharkiv 
Region 62480
(068)585-76-50, (050)020-47-45 
info@stdm.net.ua

KHARKIV REGION

Agata-Bud Door Factory
33 S. Banderi St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region  46020
(035)251-38-88, (067)350-95-05 
office@agatabud.com.ua 

Joiner’s factory PE “Victor i Ya”
35 S. Krushelnitskoyi St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region 46003
(035)240-03-35, (067)208-07-48
stolyarna.fabrika@gmail.com 

Joiner’s House Ternopil
5 Konovaltsya St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region 46020
(067)353-25-53, (097)624-62-36, 
(050)672-46-18
stolar.dim@gmail.com 

WoodWay Door Factory
38 Gayova St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region 46400
(035)243-11-50, (067)208-50-60, 
(066)118-32-01
woodway@ukr.net

Akant Furniture Factory
53 Zluki Ave.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region 46023
(035)226-73-25, (050)339-54-39, 
(067)352-30-75
info@akant.te.ua 

Window and Door Factory Panorama
12 Ob’yizna St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region  46400
(035)242-30-60, (067)351-44-63

TERNOPIL REGION

Sumy factory of carpentry products
13 Perekopska St.
Sumy, Sumy Region 40000
(054)277-16-89, (095)586-48-56 
sfsi.okna@gmail.com

SUMY REGION



Фабрика дверей Milаno
в ул.Шевченко, 41, г.Хмельницкий
Хмельницкая область, 29001
(093)315-01-63, (067)305-52-65 
office@milano.km.ua

Door Factory Doors from Gadzhuk
5 Pivnichniy Ln.
Kam’yanets-Podilskiy, Khmelnytskyi 
Region 32300
(098)429-34-69, (067)381-39-67 
office@dveri.km.ua

Factories Catalog of companies

Door Factory Thermo+
21-B Chkalova St.
Chernivtsi, Chernivtsi Region 58009
(095)203-00-23, (097)077-82-77, 
(096)330-30-37
termoplus.ua@gmail.com 
d-y-s-4@ukr.net 

WinLock Door Factory
37-V Zavodska St.
Chernivtsi, Chernivtsi Region 58007
(037)254-98-87, (050)376-73-33, 
(050)431-52-09 
Winlocksmirnov@gmail.com 

LLC Media-Plast Ukraine
28-A Pershotravneva St.
Luzhani, Chernivtsi Region 59342
(037)364-44-00, (099)727-90-37, 
(097)855-42-48 
info@mediaplast.com.ua 

LLC Aplot
24-L Golovna St.
Velikiy Kuchuriv, Storozhinetskiy 
District, Chernivtsi Region 59052
(037)356-76-63, (067)374-12-08, 
(050)374-73-43 
Inna.semenyuk@aplot.ua 
Olena.yarema@aplot.ua

Factory of Furniture and Doors Trand
81 Gagarina St.
Chernivtsi, Chernivtsi Region 58008
(037)290-08-00, (095)883-44-14 
office@trand.cv.ua

CHERNIVTSI REGION

Dveri Bulat Ltd.
14 Kursanta Eskova St., Apt. 1, Of. 42
Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region 14029
(046)293-33-93, (050)312-99-89, 
(067)312-99-89 
bulat.zakaz@gmail.com 

Door Factory Stimul-Invest TM Abver
66/21 I.Mazepi St.
Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region 14017
(063)752-22-02, (067)460-37-97 
abwehrihor2@gmail.com 
NatashaPodobriy@ukr.net 

 MIKO TRADING LLC
 24 Tsiolkovskogo St.
 Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region 14001
 (067)532-60-14 

CHERNIHIV REGION

Door Factory NSD
12-V Zaliniyna St.
Novgorod-Siverskiy, Chernihiv Region 
16000
office.nsddoors@gmail.com 

Door Factory Korfad 
13 Vokzalniy Ln.
Koryukivka, Chernihiv Region 15300
(046)572-10-16, (046)573-17-83, 
(098)696-74-33 
info@korfad.com.ua

CHERKASY REGION

056 373 73 99 067 633 83 79www.sapdesign.ua
качественно

надежно

Door Factory Beryslav
15 Komarova St.
Berislav, Kherson Region 74300
(055)467-53-33 
berislav@meta.ua 

LLC “Commodity and Production 
Company “Novy Svit”
2-D Parizkoyi Komuni St.
Nova Kahovka, Kherson Region 74900
(055)497-11-11 
market@novyj-mir.ua

KHERSON REGION

KHMELNYTSKYI REGION

Company “Vse iz dereva”
58 Chigirinska St.
Cherkasy, Cherkasy Region 18030
(047)271-69-41, (067)266-58-48 
karnayshenko86@mail.ru
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Store Door Market
8 Stepana Banderi Ave., Shopping 
center “Decor Service”
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(044)383-93-17, (068)327-93-18, 
(093)846-60-50 
superdveri@ukr.net 

Warehouse-store Very Dveri
46-A Melnikova St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04119
(096)626-60-09, (093)718-35-37 
verydveri@gmail.com 

Store Holz
2-A Novokostyantinivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04080
(067)694-92-32, (050)415-18-83 
call-centre@holz.ua 

Interior interior solutions AGT-Plus
2 Sortuvalna St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02081
(044)501-09-24, (096)903-43-00, 
(093)903-43-00 
sales@agtplus.ua 
Nesterova@agtplus.ua 

Store of doors Doors Studio
4 Peremogi Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 01135
(096)188-44-77 
info@studio-doors.com.ua 

Store of doors APRIO
72 Glibochitska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04050
(044)222-61-16, (044)332-44-02, 
(097)500-50-44 
info@aprio.com.ua 

Interior-shop Vashi Dveri
48/50 Volinska St., Of. 307
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03151
(044)245-80-86, (044)245-80-78, 
(067)403-22-13 
office@vashidveri.com.ua 

Shop ODV
32 Povitroflotskiy Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03186
(044)222-59-64, (044)331-39-60, 
(099)560-39-69 
odv2008@ukr.net 

RUST LTD
1-A Sholudenko St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 01135
(044)481-28-51, (044)481-28-61, 
(044)483-25-98 
rustlock@gmail.com 

Shop Solo Doors
4-A Rayisi Okipnoyi St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02002
(044)353-11-53, (067)353-11-54, 
(093)205-05-98 
solo-dveri@ukr.net 

Interior-shop Luka-Dveri
16 Tolstogo St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02088
(044)234-73-61, (097)493-07-13, 
(093)499-63-45 
spsh@luka-dveri.com.ua

Store Eco DOVERI
8 Mariyi Priymachenko Blvd., Of. 70
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 01042
(044)232-69-65, (067)964-64-61, 
(063)561-09-65 
gluzdakov@ukr.net 

Store Belwooddoors
35-A Alma-Atinska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02090
(044)500-78-01, (067)320-85-16 
belwood.Kyiv1@belwood.ru 

WakeWood Company Store
8-B Bogdana Gmiri St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02140
(095)275-00-75 
wakewood.info@gmail.com 

Papa Karlo Corporate Store
1 Elizaveti Chavdar St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02140
(044)575-25-75, (067)440-88-15, 
(095)213-77-77 
info_superdveri@ukr.net 

Store Dverliandia
38-V P. Grigorenka Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02140
(044)383-47-58, (067)415-08-02, 
(067)403-12-22
info@dverliandia.com.ua 

Warehouse-shop dveri123.com.ua
4-V Viskozna St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02660
(068)171-48-60, (093)506-49-92 

Interior-shop Dverny Olimp
21 Zakrevskogo St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02217
(044)221-28-66, (044)223-76-65 
dvernoyolimp@gmail.com

Store Vsi Dveri
119 V. Lobanovskogo Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03039
(044)332-77-91, (050)446-86-86 
info@vsedveri.com.ua 

Interior-shop DVERKO
6 Stadionna St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03035
(044)383-32-53, (044)248-79-74, 
(067)993-97-38 
diul1@ukr.net

Door store TM SteelGuard
67 Peremogi Ave., Bldg. D
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03113
(097)787-18-18, (063)787-18-18, 
(095)787-18-18 
d1@dooroom.com.ua 

Hypermarket Gorod Dverey
26-V Stepana Banderi Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(044)393-32-19, (067)465-27-31, 
(093)188-81-37 
1@door.city 

Shop Puerta
50/2 Mihayla Lomonosova St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03191
(098)767-86-55, (093)131-17-70, 
(066)733-12-17 

Shop Dvernoy Proekt
2 Dragomanova St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02068
(093)568-51-51, (095)568-51-51, 
(096)568-51-51 
dvernoyproekt@gmail.com

SellersCatalog of companies

KYIV CITY
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Wholesale warehouse REDFORT
1-G Novokostyantinivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04080
(098)554-05-52 
redfort.office@gmail.com 

Store Arka Studio
117 Kirilivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04080
(098)105-63-63, (066)105-63-63, 
(093)105-63-63 
arka.salon1@gmail.com 

Store Secret
6 Petropavlivska St., 
Shopping Center “4Room”
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(044)274-00-25, (098)785-77-13 
4room@secret.dp.ua 

Windows and doors store Vedanta
24/2 Avtozavodska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04074
(044)351-18-01, (067)446-95-86 

Store Interior Complex
14-B MetrologIihna St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03143
(067)366-07-10, (093)525-03-08, 
(066)171-98-38 
komplexKyiv@gmail.com

Corporate Showroom Rodos
110 Kiltseva St., 
Shopping Center “Araks”
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 08131
(044)500-33-76, (050)425-69-19 
sales@rodoors.com

Design Studio of Doors Superdveri 
30 Anni Ahmatovoyi St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02095
(044)575-25-75, (050)412-22-99 
superdveri.info@gmail.com 

Interior-shop Academy of Interior
4 Politehnichniy Ln.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03035
(044)277-33-66, (050)411-48-68, 
(063)600-64-25 
larina@yuna96.com.ua 

Interior-shop InteriorWood
4 Knyazhiy Zaton St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02095
(044)573-78-47 
prodveri@ukr.net 

Shop Graf-Styl
3-A Dniprovska Naberezhna St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02152
(044)361-38-66, (044)361-39-66, 
(050)348-13-19 
grafparket@mail.ru

Interior-shop VsiDveri.kiev.ua
5 Vizvoliteliv Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02125
(093)149-30-53, (096)625-01-77 
dverka1@ukr.net

Interior-shop Ladni dveri
4 Nauki Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03039
(044)502-47-72, (067)442-43-91, 
(063)233-22-66 
ladnidveri@gmail.com

Door Store Favorit
6-A Dragomanova St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02068
(044)227-98-48, (098)524-95-70, 
(063)999-26-97 
favoritdveri@ukr.net

Store Door and Interior Center
8 Stepana Banderi Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(044)277-91-12, (097)323-05-33, 
(050)910-00-96 
info@vhodnye-dveri.com.ua 

Door shop Fort-Lock
50/2 Mihayla Lomonosova St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03191
(044)355-02-18, (096)378-93-51 
dvfortlock@gmail.com 

Showroom KapRem
31 Vatslava Gavela Blvd.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03065
(044)455-48-73, (067)509-95-05, 
(093)012-60-20 
info@kaprem.com.ua 

DOORS FROM THE BEST MANUFACTURERS
8 Stepana Banderi Ave., 
3-rd floor (opposite Alta Center)
Kyiv, Kyiv Region
(098) 596-94-96, (099) 641-77-30 
dvnv.ua@gmail.com 
fb.com/DVNV.UA 

Interior-shop Leo Ceramics
53 Glibochitska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04050
(044)225-05-00, (063)254-98-68 
leo@leoceramika.com 

PORTE’S Door Shop
8 Stepana Banderi Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(044)331-35-45, (067)467-28-77 
info@portes.com.ua 

Online door market El Porte
2 Mechnikova St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 01133
(066)781-98-99, (096)919-11-33 
elporte.ua@gmail.com 

Domtexnik door store
1 Galitska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04123
(044)333-48-65, (096)334-32-84, 
(095)257-29-38 
domtexnik@gmail.com 

Interior-shop TORN
4 Schuseva St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04060
(044)353-15-68, (067)555-01-01, 
(093)300-74-19 
torn3@i.ua 

Store of doors Rusanovka
5 Entuziastiv St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02154
(073)928-28-22 
zakaz@eurodoors.com.ua 

Interior-shop Domosvit
8 Stepana Banderi Ave., Bldg. 16-A, 
Shopping center “Decor Service”
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(044)587-74-45, (096)335-51-77 
info@domosvit.net.ua 

Store Dveri.ua
38-A Petra Grigorenka Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02140
(044)577-07-77, (050)411-98-11 
Kyiv@dveri.ua

Store Floors and Doors
6 Geroyiv Stalingradu Ave., Bldg. 6
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04211
(044)337-53-30, (067)518-82-89 
info@poly-dveri.ua 

Productive company Khales
48/50 Volinska St., Of. 307
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03151
(044)245-80-86, (067)403-22-13 
info@hales.com.ua
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Store FREEDOM LUXURY HOME
101 Stolichne Rte., Shopping center 
“Domosphere”
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03045
(044)259-31-10, (067)468-29-09 
info@freedom.ua 

Store EURODOORS
6 Mala Kiltseva St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 08131
(068)928-28-22 
zakaz@eurodoors.com.ua 

Interior-shop TRIO DVERI
110 Kiltseva St., Shopping center 
“Araks”
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 08131
(044)501-16-77, (067)633-60-05 
araks@triodveri.com 

Door Store Same Te
4 Scherbakova St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03062
(044)361-26-99, (096)729-43-31, 
(093)243-30-44 
dveri-samete@ukr.net 

ТМ “Gallery of doors”
2-A Novokostyantinivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04080
(067)325-70-90 
galery_doors@ukr.net 

Lemard door store
9/27-A Kotovskogo St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04060
(044)233-20-25, (063)233-20-25 
i@lemard.com.ua

Store Locks Doors
14-A Anni Ahmatovoyi St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02068
(044)570-17-41, (068)410-46-68, 
(093)483-76-86 
zmdshop@gmail.com 

Store Doors
4-A Miropilska St., Store 53-A
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02192
(044)353-39-10, (067)506-15-30, 
(096)204-64-34 
Kyivdoors@gmail.com

Interior-shop EURODVERI
8 Moskovskiy Ave., Bldg. 16-A, Of. 710, 
Shopping Centre “Decor Service”
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(044)592-05-07, (044)228-24-28, 
(098)124-01-34 
sales@evrodveri.com.ua 

Store Thermoplast plus
20 Chokolivskiy Blvd.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03186
(067)167-76-33, (050)163-10-56 
termo.zakaz@gmail.com 

Shop Dverny Dim
86 Kirilivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04080
(044)227-54-75, (097)820-52-32, 
(093)475-64-25 
info@dvernoydom.com.ua 

Store Prosto Dveri
4-A Kurska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03049
(044)362-24-08, (098)607-60-60, 
(073)607-60-60 
prostodveri.com.ua@gmail.com 

Store Vash Vyd
24 Verbova St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(044)228-98-26 
info@wid.in.ua 

Door shop ET Group
30 Zlatoustivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 01135
(095)493-44-33 
Kyiv@et-group.com.ua 

Door shop Berezha
17 Golosiyivskiy Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03039
(044)258-25-48, (067)442-55-32, 
(066)507-10-17 
info@berezha.com 

Corporate Store Novy Svit
3 Oleni Teligi St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04112
(044)456-26-11, (044)456-26-21, 
(099)424-44-44 
Kyiv@novyj-mir.ua 

Door shop DVM
12 Bazhana Ave., Of. 10
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02140
(044)502-58-87, (097)097-54-39, 
(066)443-37-29 
dvm@dvmdoors.com.ua

Novosil store
14-A Anni Ahmatovoyi St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02068
(067)324-71-73, (093)496-00-01, 
(095)589-78-78 
novosel-Kyiv@ukr.net 

Shop MEGA-DVERI
24-V Zhmerinska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03148
(044)360-91-62, (097)955-83-95, 
(095)307-62-68 
woodmaster@i.ua 

HomePoint Online Store
7 M. Mayorova St., Of. 1012
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04201
(044)502-99-91, (068)440-60-44 
Safitalocks@gmail.com 

Online store 0443622812.com
Kyiv, Kyiv Region
(044)362-28-12, (096)272-63-48, 
(063)818-23-71 
info@0443622812.com 

Internet shop Mechanic Group
8 Lepse Blvd.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03067
(044)332-99-20, (067)899-59-09, 
(067)329-59-87 
mgdveri@gmail.com 

Online store Alcatraz
7 Zdolbunivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02081
(044)221-67-20, (068)622-13-35, 
(063)652-84-69 
alcatraz.ua@ukr.net

Internet store USA
26-D Mayakovskogo Ave., Store 41, 
Shopping Centre “Mayak”
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02217
(044)596-12-00, (067)404-99-53, 
(063)143-00-03 

Online store Assist
39 Andriya Malishka St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02192
(044)232-06-98, (067)907-24-14 
assist.Kyiv.ua@gmail.com 

Online Store SuperMart
22 Berezhanska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04201
(044)362-59-72, (067)128-57-89, 
(097)377-15-26 
info@supermart.com.ua

Online Store Dvernyi Oberih
44 Mihayla Boychuka St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 01103
(044)332-08-64, (097)185-02-05, 
(073)-041-80-68 
profesional@ukr.net
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Online store Doorshop.com.ua
Kyiv, Kyiv Region
(044)222-97-31, (097)736-99-73, 
(093)230-75-95 
sales@doorshop.com.ua 

Online Store Union 
3 Bratislavska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02156
(044)360-95-86, (067)703-73-25, 
(093)552-00-14 

Online Store Art Doors
Kyiv, Kyiv Region
(044)361-82-86, (096)116-95-95, 
(063)245-95-95 
art.dveri@ukr.net 

Online store 100 doors
16 Petropavlivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04086
(067)514-65-71, (063)220-04-59 
100dverey@ukr.net

Online supermarket DEADLINE market
Kyiv, Kyiv Region
(067)973-77-53, (097)693-15-66

  Brand showroom STATUS DOORS
  1-V Zarichna St.
  Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02132
  (067) 994-79-13
  odm.doors@gmail.com

OPT Market Dverey (ТМ «PORTALA») 
1 Petropavlivska Pl.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(050)523-86-21
miheeff1@gmail.com

The First Hypermarket of doors
6 Mala Kiltseva St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 08131
(044)353-21-44

Interior-shop Rondo
8 O. Pchilki St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02000
(067)171-75-23, (093)297-63-43
mail@rondo-dveri.com.ua

Shop Door Olympus
8 Nove shose St.
Bucha, Kyiv Region 04114
(044)221-28-66, (044)223-76-65, 
(067)403-55-16 
dvernoyolimp@gmail.com

Interior-shop Belarus Doors
33 Kiyivska St.
Bila Tserkva, Kyiv Region 09100
(067)509-63-87 
info@dveribelorussii.com 

Interior-shop Door Olympus
118/19 Soborna St.
Irpin, Kyiv Region 08205
(044)223-76-65 
dvernoyolimp@gmail.com 

Store Supermarket of doors
98/G Kiyivskiy shlyah St.
Borispil, Kyiv Region 08300
(093)111-44-77 
dveriborispol@ukr.net 

Store “Dvoe dverey”
4 Chubinskogo St.
Sofiyivska Borschagivka, 
Kievo-Svyatoshinskiy District, 
Kyiv Region 08131
(044)383-06-74, (068)126-24-69, 
(093)846-50-07 

Store Full House
6-V Sholudenka St.
Vishgorod, Kyiv Region 07300
(066)777-50-15, (096)777-50-20 
fullhouse.vyshgorod@gmail.com 

Interior-shop Door Olympus
265 Kiyivska St.
Brovari, Kyiv Region 04114
(044)221-28-66, (044)223-76-65 
dvernoyolimp@gmail.com 

LOFT market
9-V Miru St.
Obuhiv, Kyiv Region 08700
(096)461-19-19 
mebli9b@bigmir.net 

Miron House Door Shop
4 V. Stusa St.
Vishneve, Kyiv Region 08132
(096)447-65-55, (096)080-72-22 
mironhouse@gmail.com

KYIV CITY

KYIV REGION

Warehouse of Doors №1
15-A Rodiona Skaletskogo St.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21018
(043)257-58-59, (097)500-70-86 
vinstraj@ukr.net 

Door Shop Fares
17 Shistsotrichchya St.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21021
(043)250-55-92, (067)390-94-50 
faresdveri@mail.ru 

Doors of comfort
29 Bratslavska St., Of. 2
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21000
(043)261-28-20, (097)239-41-07, 
(093)770-12-73 
kngvin@ukr.net 

VINNYTSIA REGION
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Store Dverna Hata
194 Knyaziv Koriatovichiv St.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21018
(068)083-70-60, (093)749-90-43 
vin-dveri@ukr.net 

Shop Ecostyle
16 Kiyivska St.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21009
(096)938-96-28 
olegkostiuk@ukr.net 

Factory Imperia dereva
9 Kostyantina Vasilenka St., Shopping 
Centre “Atom”
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21037
(096)555-79-55 
vipartwood@gmail.com

Doors Exclusive
18 Zodchih St.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21037
(063)255-18-88, (067)115-57-77 
dveriexclusive@gmail.com

Store Strazh
82 Magistratska St.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21050
(043)255-55-40, (096)302-67-83 
vinstraj@ukr.net

VINNYTSIA REGION

Store Spravzhni Dveri
15-A Karpenka-Karogo St., Shopping 
Centre “Evropa”
Lutsk, Volyn Region 43024
(099)434-56-57, (098)796-51-18 
helicon.lutsk@gmail.com 

Interior-shop www.DVERI.lutsk.ua
11 Rivnenska St.
Lutsk, Volyn Region 43020
(068)777-06-33, (095)777-06-33 
dverilutsk@ukr.net

Interio-shop Viksis
63-G Lvivska St.
Lutsk, Volyn Region 43018
(033)262-665, (097)146-59-74, 
(095)483-12-68 
viksis17@gmail.com

Interior-shop “EcoTrend”
54 Voli Ave.
Lutsk, Volyn Region 43010
(066)474-30-61 
t0664743061@gmail.com 

Interior-shop “Evrodek”
66 Kovelska St.
Lutsk, Volyn Region 43001
(033)229-14-00, (050)372-80-40 
smlutsk1ua@gmail.com 

HORMANN Store
22 Kovelska St.
Lutsk, Volyn Region 43001
(033)277-65-90, (097)770-11-15, 
(050)223-22-41 
igor.vorota@ukr.net

KVG Group Store
11-A Kravchuka St.
Lutsk, Volyn Region 43026
(097)304-02-32, (050)658-92-90, 
(093)840-40-42 
k3.vggroup@gmail.com 

Internet shop Metr na Metr
24 Peremogi St.
Lutsk, Volyn Region 43005
(033)278-93-00, (033)278-46-77, 
(067)334-33-68 
metrnametr@ukr.net 

Interior-shop Grand
2-A Levitskogo St., 
Shopping mall “Bristol”
Kovel, Volyn Region 45001
(099)106-73-00 
dverikovel@ukr.net

PanDor
1-A Zadvoretska St.
Lutsk, Volyn Region 43000
(033)228-66-82, (050)438-68-86, 
(050)674-56-14
pandoor@ukr.net

VOLYN REGION

TRIO DVERI
59 Oleksandra Polya Ave.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49054
(056)790-48-13, (067)562-00-75, 
(050)420-12-71 
dnepr@triodveri.com 

Shop OUTLET
148-A Bogdana Hmelnitskogo St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49051
(067)654-67-87 
outlet@tdk.net.ua 

Shop Komfort-Hata
12 Geroyiv Ave.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49100
(056)785-57-58, (098)785-57-58, 
(095)785-57-58 

Store of windows and doors Rama
11 Geroyiv Gromadyanskoyi viyni St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49125
(056)789-75-92 

DoorHan
77 Rudenka St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49101
(056)790-56-86 
dnepropetrovs@doorhan.net 

Interior-shop Master
122-K Donetske Rte.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49130
(050)130-80-02 
dveri-mayster@yandex.ru 
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Shop Interio
9 Mihayla Grushevskogo St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(067)748-34-43, (067)611-41-10 
interio-dp@mail.ru 

Interior-shop Leonardo
48-A Oleksandra Polya Ave.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49054
(056)790-01-60, (056)790-01-61 
leonardo@gt.com.ua 

Door Store Prox
15-A Novoselna St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49054
(056)741-48-66, (067)541-58-20, 
(067)541-67-88 
dverdpua@ua.fm

Door shop Doors in Plekhanov, 7
7 Knyazya Volodimira Velikogo St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(056)234-69-06, (067)985-99-31 
Plehanova7@ukr.net 

ET Group
4-B Mihayla Grushevskogo St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(095)230-22-66, (068)234-69-24 
info@et-group.com.ua 

Interior-shop Dverny Bum
37 Slobozhanskiy Ave.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49083
(067)225-54-54

Interior-shop MaxLoria
17 Mironova St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(056)788-56-22, (068)840-71-77, 
(095)670-94-20 
7885622@gmail.com 
info@ml.dp.ua 

Internet store Door center
55-A Mihayla Grushevskogo St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49069
(056)789-29-39, (056)233-94-14, 
(067)635-41-55 
dvernoi_centr@mail.ru

Online Shop TopZamok
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region
(056)732-40-50, (096)753-00-85, 
(063)753-00-85 
topzamok@gmail.com 

Online store Nova Budova
23-M Robocha St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49006
(066)692-55-26, (068)719-93-47, 
(093)248-54-37 
kml3848@ukr.net 

Supermarket of windows 
and doors SWD.IN.UA
73 Sobornosti St.
Kriviy Rig, 
Dnipropetrovsk Region 50000
(056)443-02-00, (096)025-71-11, 
(095)785-62-27 
sale@swd.in.ua 

Store Dveri Optom
2/12 Televiziyna St.
Kriviy Rig, 
Dnipropetrovsk Region 50000
(067)565-62-97 

Door shop Garant Plast-KP
40 Admirala Golovko St.
Kriviy Rig, 
Dnipropetrovsk Region 50000
(056)401-33-15, (068)401-33-15 
garplast@yandex.ru 

Store Dveri
43-D MeleshkIna St.
Kriviy Rig, 
Dnipropetrovsk Region 50000
(067)395-08-00

Supermarket Dveri +
1-A Meleshkina St.
Kriviy Rig, 
Dnipropetrovsk Region 50000
(068)029-06-65 
info@septima-ds.com.ua 

Store SeptimaMa
1-A Elektrozavodska St.
Kriviy Rig, 
Dnipropetrovsk Region 50000
(056)495-25-14, (097)356-28-58 
info@septima-ds.com.ua 

Interior-shop Okoshko
45 Sobornosti St.
Kriviy Rig, 
Dnipropetrovsk Region 50000
(056)401-89-00, (067)541-54-04 

Shop DoVERIe
2-A Miru Ave.
Kriviy Rig, 
Dnipropetrovsk Region 50000
(068)850-12-82 
bestdveri@mail.ua 

Shop Domovik
16 Zavodska St.
Zhovti Vodi,
Dnipropetrovsk Region 52200
(056)522-95-94

Commercial and industrial 
group OselyaBud
164/A Beregova St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region
(056) 794-33-20, (056) 372-76-09 
info@oselyabud.com

Decorum
57-A Yaroslava Mudrogo St
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(067)567-23-74
decorum.dp@gmail.com

Store of windows and doors WDS
1 Kurchatova St.
Kriviy Rig, 
Dnipropetrovsk Region 50000
(056)401-26-65, (098)501-91-50
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ZAKARPATTIA REGION

ZAPORIZHZHIA REGION

Store of doors of Aplot
31 Sh. Petefi Pl.
Uzhgorod, Zakarpattia Region 88000
(050)950-40-77 
domis-uzh@ukr.net 

Store of doors Triel
O. BlistIva St.
Uzhgorod, Zakarpattia Region 88001
(050)519-68-19 
trieldoor@gmail.com 

Interior-shop Nashi Dveri
44 L. Tolstogo St.
Uzhgorod, Zakarpattia Region 88018
(068)815-54-08, (095)072-93-41 
nashidveri.uzh@gmail.com 

Villa Grande interior design studio
46 Sobranetska St.
Uzhgorod, Zakarpattia Region 88000
(031)261-37-23, (067)312-57-76, 
(099)525-67-83 
villagrande.uz@gmail.com 

Shop Vodogray
10 Kapushanska St.
Uzhgorod, Zakarpattia Region 88018
(031)264-04-40, (050)702-30-20 

Salon-shop The world of doors
32 Shumna St.
Uzhgorod, Zakarpattia Region 88002
(050)432-19-74 
fakt@list.ru 

Door shop Tuk Tuk
6 Stusa St.
Mukachevo, 
Zakarpattia Region 89600
(031)313-84-31, (050)432-37-49 
tuk-tukdveri@yandex.ru 

Salon of windows and doors 
ThermoPlus
19 Matrosova St.
Mukachevo, 
Zakarpattia Region 89600
(050)649-73-37, (097)192-44-37 
termoplus.m@ukr.net 

Door shop VERTO
19 Peremogi St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69001
(061)224-03-77, (063)584-15-87 
dveri_opt_zp@ukr.net 

Store Fabrika Dverey
14 Yuvileyniy Ln.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69114
(061)224-95-15, (067)140-05-70 
merbau1@ukr.net 

Interior-shop Master Kliuch
10 Lobanovskogo St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69006
(098)303-31-41, (066)766-36-37, 
(063)568-57-22 

Interior-shop Vist
48 Peremogi St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69001
(061)213-33-63, (061)213-33-83 
Natalya.Guzir@vist.zp.ua 

Interior-shop Porta
48 Peremogi St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69001
(061)213-52-00, (061)213-33-63, 
(050)486-16-45 

Interior-shop House
23 Lermontova St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69005
(061)701-72-24, (096)680-73-24, 
(066)501-68-08 
house.market@ukr.net 

Vikonda corporate store
179 Soborniy Ave.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69006
(061)701-67-70 
i.suhova@vikonda.zp.ua 
info@vikonda.zp.ua 

Brand showroom of Doors Prox
65 Peremogi St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69035
(061)220-54-02 , (067)541-88-01, 
(067)541-58-21 
proks_modern@i.ua 

Shop Everything for repair
2-V Zaporizka St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69002
(098)535-08-74 

ZHYTOMYR REGION
Shop Dveri Polissya
9 Vitruka St.
Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Region 10024
(093)333-96-43 
dveri4@dveripolese.com.ua 

Door shop Anturazh
18 Pokrovska St.
Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Region 10029
(067)591-87-60, (063)401-71-80 
zt.in@ukr.net 

Warehouse-store ComplektDoors
7-A Pershiy Korolova Ln.
Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Region 10025
(067)657-21-37, (098)232-34-42, 
(063)453-21-37 

Door Factory Alexdoors
63 Pokrovska St.
Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Region 10002
(067)920-04-57 
director@alexdoors.com 

Novobud
63 Schorsa St.
Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Region, 10002
(041)244-93-21, (093)315-01-67
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Interior-shop Iarmarka Dverei
29 Yuvileyniy Ave.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69076
(061)224-93-62 
yarmarka.dwerei@yandex.ru 

Safe Home door store
3 Novobudov St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69000
(061)242-48-11, (096)702-19-37, 
(099)354-08-93 

Paritet-Zaporizhzhya Store
11 Tregubenko St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69006
(061)220-30-39, (096)768-15-15, 
(095)768-15-15 
mail@paritet.zp.ua

SEVVI TRADE
34 Kuznetsova St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69014
(097)724-02-02 , (066)539-94-97 
sevi-dnepr@mail.ru 

Shop DveriPan
1 Yatsenko St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69057
(067)709-15-53, (093)218-62-72 
dveripan@gmail.com 

Interior-shop Zimen
216 Soborniy Ave.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69032
(061)212-06-43, (097)166-77-06, 
(099)070-40-28

Shop LoksMaster Zaporizhzhia
18 Lermontova St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69005
(067)619-18-14, (050) 950-86-80 

Store Safes-Doors
5 Dvanadtsyatogo kvitnya St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69001
(061)220-87-45, (096)760-30-98, 
(066)687-87-51 
metalmeb2005@ukr.net 

Showroom StroyBum
17 Soborniy Ave.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69063
(061)764-13-71, (067)444-55-56, 
(095)444-55-56 
info@stroibum.com.ua 

Shop Zatyshnyi Dim
45-A Prihodska St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69014
(061)270-51-41, (066)647-46-08, 
(067)870-67-78 
sergei-kr77@mail.ru 

Interior-shop Doors & Floors
52 Peremogi St. 
Zaporizhzhia,
Zaporizhzhia Region 69035
(061)224-16-14, (066)879-24-13, 
(097)531-77-85 
inna@stroibum.com.ua 

Pershe vikonne buro
36 Ukrayinska St. 
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69095
(061)707-13-30, (066)149-01-71, 
(067)850-20-02 
pershevikonne@gmail.com

Online store RemStroyDom
61 Oleksandrivska St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69002
(061)707-92-94, (095)703-77-22, 
(096)369-72-72 
info@rsdom.com.ua 

Store 100 doors
66-A Bogdana Hmelnitskogo Ave.
Melitopol, Zaporizhzhia Region 72309
(061)943-73-95, (067)613-19-27 
dekor-prestige@mail.ru

IVANO-FRANKIVSK REGION
Store Galereia Dverei Plus
191 Vovchineska St.
Ivano-Frankivsk, 
Ivano-Frankivsk Region 76007
(034)271-23-95, (050)373-38-00 
galerydoor.if@mail.ru 

Door store Elim
124 Vovchineska St., Bldg. 2
Ivano-Frankivsk,
Ivano-Frankivsk Region 76007
(034)250-80-44, (050)734-66-31 
elim1.if@gmail.com 

Hypermarket of Doors
22 Vasiliyanok St.
Ivano-Frankivsk, 
Ivano-Frankivsk Region 76018
(066)806-51-68, (067)580-05-38 
termooleg@mail.ru

Bravo
30 Soborna St.
Kropivnitskiy, Kirovohrad Region 25013
(052)227-08-97, (095)321-00-08, 
(068)068-10-25 
bravoteplo@gmail.com 

Shop Globus
21 Lunacharskogo St.
Kropivnitskiy, Kirovohrad Region 25006
(052)236-10-66, (067)520-93-99 
zakupki@globusbm.com 

Shop Mirodveri
84 Velika Perspektivna St.
Kropivnitskiy, Kirovohrad Region 25001
(068)343-09-54, (093)935-35-99, 
(095)392-95-74 
info@mirodveri.com 
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LVIV REGION
Store Vyshykani Dveri
20-A Porohova St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79015
(067)654-06-04 

Store of doors and windows Leo Porte
123 V. Velikogo St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79071
(067)673-15-66, (097)247-77-05 
leoporte@mail.ru 

Store Interio
76 Chervonoyi Kalini Ave.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79049
(032)223-56-39, (032)223-56-40, 
(067)223-56-40 
papacarlo.lviv@gmail.com 

Store Lvivski
39 Chornovola Ave.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79058
(032)255-44-44, (067)340-08-54 
lvivski.info@gmail.com

Store StarDesign
18 Luganska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79034
(032)295-85-00, (097)513-63-32 

Atelier of Windows and Doors Meteora
2-B Naukova St., Shopping center 
“Panska Oselya”
Lviv, Lviv Region 79053
(032)245-49-84, (067)675-93-79 
meteora-vip@i.ua

Brand showroom Bolema
4 Sihivska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79066
(032)232-01-84, (067)373-57-31, 
(050)434-28-18 
vikna@bolema.ua 

Gate Factory
228 B. Hmelnitskogo St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79037
(032)253-82-04, (067)611-02-22 
fabrykavorit@gmail.com 

Door & Floor Store
77 Geroyiv UPA St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79015
(032)242-50-22, (067)620-00-22 

Store Dveri Plus
73 Geroyiv UPA St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79015
door_plus@ukr.net 

Shop Gurtom
357/4 Gorodotska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79040
(032)242-32-71, (067)340-55-22 
gurtom.manager@gmail.com 

Store Albero
172 Gorodotska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79022
(032)232-91-12 
Sikora.Zoryana@leoceramika.com 
reklama.kerama_centr@ukr.net 

Hypermarket of 
door and floors Practik
286-B Gorodotska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79022
(032)295-07-08, (067)341-62-88, 
(095)919-40-84 
a.dzyurbil@interior-expert.com 

Store Tsentr Dverei
2-A Perfetskogo St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79053
(067)949-99-01, (097)994-82-13, 
(067)260-50-45 

Door Center Salvadoor
1 Morshinska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79044
(032)232-99-64, (067)314-48-07 
office@salvadoor.com 

Store of doors Zebrano
87 Shevchenka St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79039
(032)232-52-10, (097)247-77-04 
zebrano-lviv@mail.ru 

Store Inter Dim
100-K Knyagini Olgi St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79053
(032)244-30-62, (032)238-96-31, 
(096)368-10-40 
interdom81@mail.ru 

ANDI Door Interior
35 V. Velikogo St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79053
(032)263-92-90 
andi.door@gmail.com 

Store Vikonnyi Riad
2 Sihivska St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79066
(032)245-08-37, (067)340-10-91 
vik.ryad@gmail.com 

Store Dim Pidlogy I Dverey 
36 Schiretska St., 
Shopping centre “Budmarket”
Lviv, Lviv Region 79071
(032)295-67-06, (067)259-76-11, 
(097)085-35-24 
dimpidlogi@ukr.net

Store Troianda
Stusa St.
Hodoriv, Zhidachivskiy District,
Lviv Region 81750
(068)691-74-72, (097)660-82-64, 
(063)028-85-18 
troianda_vdp@ukr.net

SellersCatalog of companies

KIROVOHRAD REGION
Trading House Domovoi
15-B Druzhbi St.
Svitlovodsk, Kirovohrad Region 27500
(096)271-27-25, (067)610-65-53
svetlodomovoy@gmail.com
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MYKOLAIV REGION
Demidov Group
62 Velika Morska St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54030
(093)944-71-68, (066)407-42-52 
info@demidovgroup.com.ua 

Store Vikra
112 Tsentralniy Ave.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54055
(051)271-27-59, (093)180-32-36 
office@vikra.mk.ua 

Shop VDK
234-B Bogoyavlenskiy Ave.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54050
(051)267-57-68, (051)267-57-40, 
(050)318-60-81 
vdkshop001@gmail.com 

Store Prosto
13 Potomkinska St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54030
(051)272-77-27, (095)572-57-27, 
(067)172-77-27 
info@oknaprosto.com.ua 

Window Store Dvoryk
96/2 Hersonske shose St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54028
(051)271-17-08, (096)499-99-69, 
(066)734-87-62 
okonniy.dvorik@gmail.com 

Online store Dveri.nikolaev.ua
20-B Lazurna St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54058
(051)271-90-17, (099)503-04-44, 
(063)122-84-44 
dveri.nik@i.ua 

Supermarket of doors Avanti
81/24 Kosmonavtiv St., Shopping 
center «Dream House»
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54028
(052)258-94-02, (067)515-21-38, 
(063)044-51-40 
valchuk.od@avanti.com.ua 

Store Parquet and Doors
37 Shneersona St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54001
(051)247-67-59, (051)247-33-96, 
(097)999-77-02 
Palladio.karla@gmail.com 

Door Store Grande Piccoli 
5 Buznika St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54046
(051)236-24-46, (067)510-13-41 
grandepiccoli@mail.ru 

Best Protection
95-B Pogranichna St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54055
(051)272-35-35, (068)269-76-90, 
(051)272-36-36 
salon@bestprotection.com.ua

Millenium Lux
107/1 Tsentralniy Ave.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54055
(051)267-03-05, (066)790-36-50, 
(063)853-97-92 
millenium-20001@yandex.ru 

Store NOVIKON
52 Spaska St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54001
(051)237-13-69, (067)512-53-54, 
(073)133-61-10 
nikolaev@novikon.com.ua 

Interior-shop Dvernyi Dim
31 Pushkinska St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54029
(051)276-74-85, (050)083-32-22, 
(098)083-32-22 
mail@dverdvor.com 

Interior-shop Rich
1 Pushkinska St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54030
(051)259-36-03, (063)287-22-17, 
(066)291-34-30 
richcompany2@gmail.com

Thermobox shop
55 Chkalova St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54055
(051)247-74-58, (093)741-82-56, 
(066)173-76-50 
termo-okna@ukr.net 

Store DobroBud
149 Tsentralniy Ave.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54055
(051)271-09-51, (050)663-64-00, 
(063)195-72-27 
zhaleik@mail.ru 

Palladio Corporate Salon
69-A Pogranichna St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54055
(051)258-49-62, (097)999-77-05, 
(099)437-29-99 
palladio2013@mail.ru

Dobrobud+
96 Kosmonavtiv St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54028
(050)877-87-14

Trading House Svetliy
65 Kosmonavtiv St., Store 245
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54028
(051)258-11-29, (093)705-15-97
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ODESA REGION

POLTAVA REGION

Interior-shop Modul-Glass
25-B Rekordna St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65017
(067)440-21-75, (067)625-20-30 
modulglass@gmail.com 

Store Studio-58
135 Tolbuhina St., 
Shopping center “Megadom”
Odesa, Odesa Region 65080
(048)734-39-58, (050)495-30-77 
sdi-sdi@mail.ru

Store Tsentr Dverey
60 Mala Arnautska St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65007
(048)796-81-80, (067)908-18-48, 
(050)511-15-99 
info@centerinterior.com.ua 

Blumi Ltd.
2 Kiyivske shose St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65031
(048)736-82-74 
a.guniya@globalabc.com.ua 

Interior-shop Hto Tam
135 Tolbuhina St., 
Shopping center “Megadom”
Odesa, Odesa Region 65080
(048)734-39-25, (099)712-17-77 
ktotamodessa@gmail.ru 

Door store Irbis
119 Staroportofrankivska St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65007
(048)799-11-01, (097)498-44-84, 
(073)441-31-11 
irbis_td@ukr.net 

Store Conex
52 Mala Arnautska St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65012
(048)784-60-66, (067)484-22-28 
dveri@conex.ua 

Atelier-store Dobry Dim
19 Skisna St., Starokinny market, 
Store KP-9
Odesa, Odesa Region 65091
(048)702-55-45, (048)700-53-34, 
(067)716-31-43 
dveri@clavis.com.ua

Interior-shop Trio Dveri
12-A Serednofontanska doroga St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65039
(048)737-84-88, (067)620-61-26 
odessa@triodveri.com 

Avant corporate salon
135 Tolbuhina St., 
Shopping center “Megadom”
Odesa, Odesa Region 65080
(098)035-16-32, (066)342-04-05, 
(073)478-38-68 
valchuk.od@avanti.com.ua 

Door and Floor Store
42 B. Hmelnitskogo St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65007
(048)775-25-10, (098)288-41-42, 
(063)033-85-26 
info@dv.od.ua 

Store Eldoor
135/2 Tolbuhina St., 
Shopping center “Megadom”
Odesa, Odesa Region 65080
(048)703-15-50 
info@elnova.od.ua 

Door Store Dveri-Akvareli
135 Tolbuhina St., 
Shopping center “Megadom”
Odesa, Odesa Region 65080
(068)928-28-22 
odessa@eurodoors.com.ua 

Shop Aldi
Malinovskogo St., 
Malinovsky market P/8
Odesa, Odesa Region 65017
(067)483-93-34, (096)579-72-28, 
(095)937-11-29 
albi.df13@gmail.com 
albi.df@ukr.net 

Store ArtGrand
135 Tolbuhina St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65080
(048)759-95-65, (096)506-96-06 

Store Bona Doors
135 Tolbuhina St., 
Shopping center “Megadom”
Odesa, Odesa Region 65080
(067)953-44-45, (067)953-44-42 
bona-doors@ukr.net

Store Dverkov
48 Pershogo Travnya St.
Chornomorsk, Odesa Region 68004
(048)685-70-37, (097)639-22-66, 
(093)639-22-66 
dverkov@gmail.com

Habitare interiors
135 Tolbuhina St., 
Shopping center “Megadom”
Odesa, Odesa Region 65080
(048)737-34-83, (068)825-44-35 
info@habitare.ua

MiniMax Ltd.
10 Zavodska St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36007
(050)405-33-42, (067)553-41-42 
davidenko.minimaxi@gmail.com

Brand showroom Dveri Polissia
65-B Panyanka St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36022
(067)410-20-12 
pl@mmf.net.ua 

Interior-shop Galereya Dverey
86-A Nebesnoyi Sotni St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36022
(053)257-13-08, (095)288-58-48 
gallerydoors@ukr.net 

Poltava Color
27 Shevchenka St., Of. 2
Poltava, Poltava Region 36039
(053)261-56-44, (053)269-09-56, 
(066)391-00-01 
poltava_color@mail.ru 

Store Аrmored door Milana
14 Kalinina St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36000
(053)263-24-74, (093)315-01-73

Store Bestmaster
34 Stritenska St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36020
(053)222-17-45, (099)554-22-99, 
(097)545-46-95 
bestmaster.pl@gmail.com
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TVK Krait
51-A Marshala Biryuzova St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36007
(095)590-00-44, (098)590-00-44 
zakaz@krait.ua 

Store InWood
13 Konstitutsiyi St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36000
(053)260-09-64, (099)073-38-68 
info@inwood.com.ua 

Door Store Doors
7 Stepovogo Fronta St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36021
(053)261-37-00, (067)326-00-07, 
(050)734-33-00 
doorspoltava@gmail.com 

Vikonda store
6 Gogolya St.
Mirgorod, Poltava Region 37600 
(053)554-14-30 
mirvikonda@gmail.com 

Door shop The best door and floor
40/2 Soborna St.
Kremenchuk, Poltava Region 39600
(068)228-28-22 
kremen@eurodoors.com.ua 

Europlast
16 M. Borischaka St.
Kremenchuk, Poltava Region 39600
(067)540-90-97 
evroplast.kremen@gmail.com

Specialized store Dveri & Pol
107 Evropeyska St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36000
(050)405-33-42, (067)553-41-42 
kriulin@minimaxi.pp.ua

Prestige Door Market
1 Melnika St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33016
(096)010-14-14 

Interior-shop Zodchyi
2 Bogoyavlenska St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33022
(036)224-56-47, (050)435-37-03, 
(096)999-09-19 
zodchiy-dveri@ukr.net 

Doors and windows store 
Comfort House
16 Makarova St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33010
(036)263-24-77, (097)053-35-33, 
(066)223-44-33 
c.h-rivne@ukr.net 

Interior-shop Lider
48 Vidinska St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33018
(036)262-93-42, (096)552-25-04, 
(068)712-97-68 
lacosstarivne@ukr.net 

Stal-M company store
77 S. Krushelnitskoyi St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33023
(036)263-74-84, (096)630-69-03 
stalm_best@ukr.net 

Center for Furniture and Decor Interio
1 Melnika St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33016
(036)246-05-00, (097)460-50-05, 
(099)251-47-10 
manager@interio.rv.ua 

Shop Bud Decor
44-A Kiyivska St.,
Shopping center “Andriyivsky”
Rivne, Rivne Region 33027
(036)243-19-16, (098)543-09-30 
buddekor.2011@gmail.com 

Shop Radonit
39 Gagarina St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33003
(036)246-05-10, (067)351-80-70 
radonit.rivne@gmail.com

Super market of doors Avanti
2 Vidinska St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33023
(036)223-33-37, (067)382-83-71, 
(066)652-47-65 

Brand showroom Viknova
364 Soborna St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33001
(036)246-06-60, (067)363-10-54 
viknova_rivne@renome.ua 

Interior-shop Sezon Plus
24 Nebesnoyi Sotni St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33013
(036)226-02-60, (066)487-69-65, 
(098)332-97-60 
sezonplus2015@gmail.com

Interior-shop Milano
15 Miru Ave.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33013
(036)263-30-99, (093)692-92-27 
milano.rivne@mail.ru

VDVO shop
30 Gagarina St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33022
(036)224-00-12, (067)307-28-97, 
(097)733-46-96 
vdvo.mex@ukr.net

Store Dverna Gildia
28 Bogoyavlenska St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33022
(067)335-73-56 
dverna.g@gmail.com 

Door shop TERMINUS
63 Stepana Banderi St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33014
(067)676-76-17 
terminus.office@gmail.com 
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EPSILON
39 Gagarina St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33003
(036)246-01-01 
office@okna-epsilon.com 

Door and Floor Store
21 Makarova St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33024
(036)243-20-35, (098)841-48-16, 
(093)870-95-44 

Store Faini Dveri
18-E Kurchatova St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33018
(098)172-98-88 
faini.dveri.rivne@gmail.com 

Interior-shop Pershy Bank Dverey
64 Orlova St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33027
(093)447-70-08, (098)807-70-08 
bankdverej@gmail.com 

Interior-shop A-Mira
4 KnyaginI Olgi St., Of. 1
Rivne, Rivne Region 33028
(036)243-24-25, (097)408-22-00, 
(066)408-55-50 

Hypermarket of 
doors Na Schaslyvomu
14 Schasliva St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33000
(095)250-06-59, (097)005-15-69 
dverishaslyve@ukr.net 

Door shop Yuna
16 Shiroka St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 34500
(067)270-71-67 

Interior-shop Maister kliuch
28 Klima Savura St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33023
(067)363-20-96, (096)167-73-43 
master-klyuch@ukr.net 

Interior-shop Mayetok
2 Korolova St.
Rivne, Rivne Region 33024
(036)268-20-44, (096)745-32-42, 
(050)527-86-86 
maetok-v@ukr.net

Eurodach Store
2 Rudanskogo St.
Kostopil, Rivne Region 35000
(097)552-08-17 
vera_kostopil1@ukr.net

Door Shop Titul
1 Nezalezhnosti Pl.
Sumy, Sumy Region 40000
(050)346-34-62, (097)805-87-02 
zolotarevds@bigmir.net 

Supermarket Vista
9 Ya. Mudrogo St. 
Sumy, Sumy Region 40009
(054)267-99-09, (050)307-91-29 
vitaly_vista@ukr.net

Shop Suchasni Dveri
49 Petropavlivska St.
Sumy, Sumy Region 40000
(094)971-16-34, (098)961-31-21, 
(066)598-27-00 
dveri-sumy@mail.ru 

Interior-shop Megastyl
22 Kurskiy Ave.
Sumy, Sumy Region 40020
(054)266-16-11, (099)965-55-04 
zakupka.megastyle@mail.ru 
salon2.megastyle@ukr.net

Interior-shop Disa
1 L. Tatarenko St.
Trostyanets, Sumy Region 42600
(054)464-28-53, (098)439-32-72, 
(095)409-10-21 
dimadisa@i.ua 

Store Dveri Ukrainy
26 Konotopskih diviziy St.
Konotop, Sumy Region 41600
(067)966-71-89, (099)688-14-04 
zatolokin_a@ukr.net

Interior-shop Megastyl
12/2 Ilyinska St.
Sumy, Sumy Region 40000
(054)279-13-91, (099)723-41-29 

PERFECT Store
15 Mitropolita Sheptitskogo St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region  46008
(097)338-84-05, (097)210-92-67, 
(098)635-73-55 
i.cherniy@gk.te.ua 
o.havryshko@gk.te.ua 

SRV Market of windows and doors
6 Kotsyubinskogo St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region  46000
(035)242-07-20, (098)320-29-29 
svr.gurt01@gmail.com

Store Misto Dverey ta Pidlogy
5 Sheptitskogo St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region  46008
(035)256-17-01, (032)294-98-77, 
(096)702-04-69 
info@misto-dverey.com
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TERNOPIL REGION

KHARKIV REGION

Store Commander
8 Tarnavskogo St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region  46024
(035)243-47-14, (067)487-84-84, 
(095)875-24-24 
komandor-te@outlook.com 

Designer store ART FUSION
6-A P’yatnadtsyatogo kvitnya St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region  46400
(067)146-59-62 
mail@art-fusion.com.ua 

Store TseKo
1 Stadnikovoyi St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region  46006
(035)225-77-38, (067)352-83-02, 
(067)352-83-01 
kv@tseko.ua

Akant Shop
27-CH Tekstilna St., Shopping mall 
“Podoliany”
Ternopil, Ternopil Region  46400
(035)226-73-15, (067)351-67-55 

Salon Kniazhi dveri I mebli
18 Medova St.
Ternopil, Ternopil Region  46008
(035)252-46-04, (097)504-56-82 
bila58@mail.ru 

Store of windows and doors TM Aplot
10-A Volodimira Velikogo St.
Chortkiv, Ternopil Region 48501
(067)685-38-51 
chortkivstyle@ukr.net

Brand showroom of Doors Prox
77/79 Sumska St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61145
(057)751-76-54 , (050)570-13-05
sumskaja_77_79@mail.ru 

Store Sklo + Glas
9 Girshmana St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61002
(057)714-30-00, (050)343-98-83 
info@sklo-plus-glas.com

Interior-shop Valero
38 Molochna St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61001
(057)756-94-21, (050)566-41-79, 
(068)343-71-65 
valero02@ukr.net 

Lana door factory
7-A Chervonozhovtneva St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61012
(057)712-08-10, (050)641-64-90, 
(067)571-41-30 
lana1@ukr.net 

Door studio DIMIR
19 Gagarina Ave.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61001
(057)759-85-11, (095)606-69-23 

Interior-shop Doors & Locks
20 Gagarina Ave.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61001
(057)704-06-46, (050)302-96-29, 
(095)926-91-82 
dveriizamki@gmail.com 

Door Shop Styl
137 Moskovskiy Ave.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61001
(057)755-07-04, (057)732-47-76, 
(067)485-07-04 
dveri@dveritut.com.ua 
alex@dveritut.com.ua 

Interior-shop Dverny Dozor
49 Saltivske Rte.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61038
(050)325-89-29, (093)181-43-07, 
(096)039-20-29 
dozor2605@gmail.com 

Internet store 7 Dverey
2/146 Petra Grigorenko Ave., 
Shopping Center “Welta City”
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61082
(057)392-49-51, (099)751-87-35, 
(098)038-97-57 
7doors.kh@gmail.com 

Interior-shop DOORS
14 Gromadyanska St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61057
(057)731-32-92, (096)129-13-59, 
(066)574-31-88 
doorsm.mdf@gmail.com

Interior-shop Tsentr Svitla
1 Vernadskogo St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61010
(096)169-26-34, (066)542-47-28 
shop@altera.ua 

Interior-shop Trio Dveri
48-A Moskovskiy Ave.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61001
(057)717-10-80, (067)571-86-51, 
(067)563-95-77 
kharkov@triodveri.com 

Delta
71 Sumska St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61023
(057)714-10-61, (096)000-10-11, 
(093)000-10-11 
office@delta.kharkov.ua 

Store ZIMEN
183 Geroyiv Stalingrada St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61105
(067)482-49-42, (067)513-38-00 
info@zimen.ua 

Art Door Salon
23 Bogdana Hmelnitskogo St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61001
(057)755-77-52 
d-doors@mail.ru 

Door shop DVERMAN
120 Akademika Pavlova St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61054
(057)761-43-33, (093)938-33-93, 
(066)938-33-93 
dverman.doors@gmail.com 

Interior-shop Sherwood 
120-A Akademika Pavlova St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61054
(057)715-25-17, (093)033-71-72, 
(099)066-72-59 
vse-stroy@i.ua 

Winart Door Factory
9 Suzdalski ryadi St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61158
(057)756-05-83, (096)699-12-21, 
(050)818-06-86 
winart@i.ua 
winartws@gmail.com
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KHARKIV REGION
Interior-shop DVERNOFF
2/2 Lva Landau Ave.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61162
(096)622-34-54, (063)842-05-90 
eaa.dvernoff@gmail.com

Online store Altair
236 Druzhbi Narodiv St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61183
(067)683-37-02, (093)253-57-65, 
(099)620-43-74 
bt.altair@gmail.com 

Store Tile & Doors
77/79 Sumska St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61023
(057)717-33-11, (050)402-72-20 
info@standswork.com.ua 

Specialized store Floors and Doors
1 Gagarina Ave.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61001
(057)781-87-38, (067)541-25-25 
info@poly-dveri.ua 

Store ASKO.UA
62 Peremogi Ave.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61024
(057)755-12-01, (067)574-22-46, 
(063)341-34-48 
info@asko.ua 

Store “Dveri” and “Pioner”
6 Shevchenka St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61013
(057)706-13-05, (096)959-79-29, 
(050)323-73-91 
dveri.pioner@gmail.com 

Online store Apex
23 Melnikova St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61082
(057)706-47-96, (068)533-02-34, 
(050)991-13-33 
hline@apecs.com.ua 

KHERSON REGION
Store Dverny Dvir
5 Naftovikiv St.
Kherson, Kherson Region 73009
(055)233-77-40, (099)047-55-65, 
(096)777-48-98 
mail@dverdvor.com 

Store Zodchyi
3-A Dvisti rokiv Hersonu Ave.
Kherson, Kherson Region 73034
(055)233-40-77, (050)396-04-21, 
(068)171-00-80
magazin@zodchiy.ks.ua

Store Inva
87 Perekopska St.
Kherson, Kherson Region 73002
(055)234-22-09, (095)278-60-01, 
(067)551-30-55 
inva_conditioner@mail.ru 

Titan Shop
131 Kulika St.
Kherson, Kherson Region 73013
(055)239-91-50, (066)883-91-14 

Shop Glassok
38 Ya. Mudrogo St.
Kherson, Kherson Region 73003
(050)952-66-13, (067)556-26-32 
Kherson@glassok.ua 

Interior-shop Poliform
89 Ushakova Ave.
Kherson, Kherson Region 73026
(055)245-40-70, (050)585-32-67, 
(097)272-66-10 
sm-poliform@mail.ru

KHMELNYTSKIY REGION
Salon of doors Barausse
11-M Zarichanska St.
Khmelnytskyi, 
Khmelnytskyi Region 29017
(067)361-14-22 
salonbarausse@gmail.com 

Store Lider
39 Grushevskogo St.
Khmelnytskyi, 
Khmelnytskyi Region 29001
(038)278-74-20, (068)052-27-89, 
(068)030-85-00 

Interior-shop Olimp
9-B Svobodi St.
Khmelnytskyi, 
Khmelnytskyi Region 29017
(038)263-0573, (098)721-22-08 
info@dveriolimp.com.ua 
bingo3@list.ru 

AmbassaDoor store
57/1 Zarichanska St.
Khmelnytskyi, 
Khmelnytskyi Region 29019
info@ambassadoor.com.ua 

Windows and Doors store WinDoor
18-V Panasa Mirnogo St.
Khmelnytskyi, 
Khmelnytskyi Region 29027
(097)849-21-66 
windoor_salon@ukr.net 

Viknaroff gallery
19 Matrosova St.
Khmelnytskyi,
Khmelnytskyi Region 29026
galereyaviknaroff@mail.ua
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CHERKASY REGION
Store Market Dverey
352 T. Shevchenka Ave.
Cherkasy, Cherkasy Region 18016
(067)145-46-18 
papakarlo2004@ukr.net 

Building supermarket EuroDim
2/38 Velika fontanna St.
Uman, Cherkasy Region 20300
(047)443-68-24 
evrodom@mediat.com.ua 

Window Door Store
32 Velika fontanna St.
Uman, Cherkasy Region 20300
(047)444-64-64 
bessarab_i@mail.ru 

Door shop Nashi Dveri
163/7 Smilyanska St.
Cherkasy, Cherkasy Region 18007
(067)829-40-05, (063)305-79-00 
nashidveri_ck@ukr.net

Door store WіDіS
296 Blagovisna St.
Cherkasy, Cherkasy Region 18007
(047)250-53-01, (093)770-58-80, 
(096)987-89-73 
widis.magaz@gmail.com

Interior-shop INTERIER BOUTIQUE
67 Pushkina St.
Cherkasy, Cherkasy Region 18007
(067)473-18-73 
office@mgroupltd.com.ua 

Store Stroika
11 Energetichna St.
Uman, Cherkasy Region 20300
(067)518-01-91 
skachok.stroyka@mail.ru

Nashi Dveri store
184 Blagovisna St., base OPS, Bldg. 1, 
warehouse 42
Cherkasy, Cherkasy Region 18000
(098)429-50-81

Nashi Dveri store
19 Dashkovicha St., 
Shopping mall «Hreschatik-Siti»
Cherkasy, Cherkasy Region 18000
(073)481-20-56

ASKENN
22 Geroyiv Stalingradu St.
Cherkasy, Cherkasy Region 18000
(047)272-31-20, (050)447-22-67

CHERNIVTSI REGION
Door shop Megaplast
40 Gagarina St.
Chernivtsi, Chernivtsi Region 58000
(095)787-85-55, (098)787-85-55 
megaplast.cv@gmail.com 

Interior-shop of doors Etalon
91 NezalezhnostI Ave.
Chernivtsi, Chernivtsi Region 58005
(097)101-10-07, (099)730-98-37 
excellentdoors1@gmail.com

Store Novyi Styl
189 Golovna St.
Chernivtsi, Chernivtsi Region 58018
(037)257-74-49, (095)044-47-13 
nsdoors189@gmail.com 

Interior-shop Vitrazh. 
Windows and doors
132 Golovna St.
Chernivtsi, Chernivtsi Region 58018
(050)215-97-87, (068)906-54-65 
vitrag-bc@ukr.net

CHERNIHIV REGION
Store Dveri Ukrainy
5 Vsihsvyatska St.
Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region 14030
(046)293-33-72, (050)461-81-23, 
(063)620-22-24 
dveriukraine@gmail.com

Shop Dim na zamok
51 Rokosovskogo St.
Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region 14027
(046)260-65-90, (097)670-65-65 
as-key@yandex.ua 

TM ABVER DVERI
4 Shevchenka St.
Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region 14000
(063)752-22-02, (067)460-37-97 
abwehrihor2@gmail.com 
NatashaPodobriy@ukr.net 

Hypermarket VENA
1 Simdesyat somoyi Gvardiyskoyi 
Diviziyi St.
Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region 14034
(099)012-30-73 
i0990123073@ukr.net 

ARMA – CHERNIGIV Ltd.
Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region
(067)460-14-53 
arma-chernihiv@ukr.net 

Store Doors + Windows
70 Rokosovskogo St.
Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region 14034
(046)297-25-90, (097)812-65-00 
dveriplus@email.ua 

Shop 100 doors
59-A Krasnosilskogo St.
Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region 14026
(066)343-03-13, (096)931-11-70, 
(093)124-95-92 
serg.kandyba2012@gmail.com

Corporate salon Korfad
37 Dudka St.
Koryukivka, Chernihiv Region 15300
(050)266-49-75 
korfad@ukr.net

Shop Dveri+
25 Schorsa St.
Chernihiv, Chernihiv Region, 14000
(046)261-36-03, (097)949-76-35
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KYIV CITY
ExpressLok
52 Popudrenka St., Of. 47
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02660
(044)494-28-04 
info@expresslock.com.ua 

  Interior-shop Modus 
  27/4 Tatarska St.
  Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04107
  (044)255-13-00, (067)234-62-84 
  info@modus.com.ua 

Shop Kupi Zamok
7-B Sobornosti Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02160
(098)300-74-17 
kupizamok@ukr.net 

RSC Ukraine is the official dealer 
of the company ISEO 
3-V Derevoobrobna St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 01013
(044)379-24-59, (096)779-60-10 
info.iseolocks@gmail.com 

Eco komplekt
19 Petrivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04071
(067)104-97-54, (099)352-83-53 
shop@ecocomplect.com.ua

Dex Online Store
8 Gavela Vatslava Blvd.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03067
(044)321-00-50, (050)374-02-70, 
(067)373-47-41 
zal22deks@gmail.com 
zal45deks@gmail.com 

Shop Bezpeka
6 Melnikova St. 
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04050
(044)490-91-58, (067)523-87-57 
info@bezpeka.com.ua 

Door hardware in Podil
1-V Grigoriya Skovorodi St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04070
(044)501-74-57, (044)599-35-20, 
(096)463-90-20 
Bondarenkoyf@gmail.com 

“Geze Ukraina” Ltd.
17 Viskozna St., Bldg. 93-B, Of. 12
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02660
(044)501-22-25, (050)441-97-59 
office-ukraine@geze.com 

Shop of Door handles
4-A Miropilska St., “Yunost” market
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02192
(097)269-41-11, (093)269-41-11, 
(066)269-41-11 
ruchki.org@ukr.net 

Ukrainian Trade Group LIOM
22 Gnata Hotkevicha St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02094
(044)209-40-13, (067)551-19-79 
office@liom.com.ua 

Shop LoksMaister
48 Gogolivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04053
(044)486-11-68, (044)484-39-05 
info22@locksmaster.ua 

Company store Valcomp
21 S. Banderi Ave.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04073
(096)796-29-10, (066)480-33-05 
Kyiv@ultradom.com.ua 

Shop Zamki 911
1 Pestelya St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 01135
(095)353-33-56, (068)399-28-46, 
(063)443-98-84 

LLC “Interdekor”
8-YU Yakutska St., Of. 216
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03680
(050)245-51-11 
info@interdekor.com.ua 

Chezam
Kyiv, Kyiv Region
(044)332-25-12, (067)983-81-41,  
(093)964-54-41 
office@chezam.com.ua

Shop Lux-Art
123 Peremogi Ave., Of. 218
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03115
(044)221-32-88, (096)888-11-81, 
(063)888-11-81 
info@lux-art.ua 

Online Store KapRem
31 Gavela Vatslava Blvd.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 03065
(044)455-48-73, (067)509-95-05, 
(093)012-60-20 
info@kaprem.com.ua 

INC “Novatsiya”
20 Volkova St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 02166
(044) 331-72-11, (044)518-57-19 
info@novacia.com.ua 

Lockmaster Center 
“Loksmaister Kyiv-Center”
48 Gogolivska St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04053
(044) 486-11-68, (067) 403-53-43 
info22@loksmaster.ua 

Furniture Technologies
102 Frunze St.
Kyiv, Kyiv Region 04080
(044) 492-30-00, (095) 492-30-00, (067) 
692-30-00 
info@mt.ua

KYIV REGION
Investment company MBM
2-A Soborna St.
Petropavlivska Borschagivka, Kievo-
Svyatoshinskiy District, 
Kyiv Region 08130
(044)406-58-87, (067)547-25-77 
info@mvm.ua 

DomoSvit Shop
118 Soborna St.
Sofiyivska Borschagivka, 
Kievo-Svyatoshinskiy District, 
Kyiv Region 08131
(098)642-96-83, (068)789-78-97, 
(067)537-70-09 
domosvit7@gmail.com 

TBM Ukraine
23 Nezalezhnosti Ave.
Brovari, Kyiv Region 07400
(044)499-10-90 
office@tbm.ua
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KYIV REGION

ZHYTOMYR REGION

LOCKMASTER CENTER Zamkovy Svit
21 Svyatoslava Horobrogo St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(056)232-39-51, (067)598-33-33 
zamki777@mail.ru 

Store Dim Market
28 Svyatoslava Horobrogo St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(067)652-44-52, (050)364-30-05 
info@dom-market.com 

DM Ukraine
52/2 Sichovih Striltsiv St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49029
(056)236-21-75, (056)236-21-74 
info@dm-ukraine.com

Axor
32 Pratsi Ave.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(056)766-07-66, (067)500-77-79, 
(067)554-27-77 
info@axorindustry.com
shop@axorindustry.com 

Shop DACK-CENTER
85/1 Yaroslava Mudrogo St.
Kriviy Rig, 
Dnipropetrovsk Region 50000
(056)440-06-93, (056)440-06-94, 
(067)626-38-36 
site@dc-dask.com

Online store Sirius
9-A Hersonska St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49101
(056)790-01-00, (067)460-90-26, 
(095)383-03-83 
info@sirius-ltd.com.ua 

Internet shop Zamochnyky
4-V Pastera St., Of. 303
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49038
(097)704-62-12, (066)799-73-66 
Zamochniki@mail.ua

S.A.P. design
97 Gagarina Ave.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49010
(067)633-83-79 
rm@dnepr-doors.com.ua 

Polymerservice
48 S. Horobrogo St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(056)790-88-81, (056)790-88-89 
polyserv@polyserv.dp.ua 

Interiorn-shop Dneprolok
48 Svyatoslava Horobrogo St.
Dnipro, Dnipropetrovsk Region 49000
(098)195-98-97 
zamkidp@gmail.com

DNIPROPETROVSK REGION

Interior-shop Zamok
6 Olesya Gonchara St.
Bila Tserkva, Kyiv Region 09100
(066)829-67-89, (097)408-80-81 
zamok-b.ts@meta.ua 

Forte Aluminum
1-A Balukova St.
Kryukivschina, Kievo-Svyatoshinskiy 
District, Kyiv Region 08136
(044)379-06-27, (067)384-75-35, 
(063)234-83-35 
forte_al@amtt.ua

VINNYTSIA REGION
Production and 
Commercial Firm LAIRA
61 Yunosti Ave.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21030
(043)251-13-49, (043)243-82-28, 
(067)280-33-98 
0432slavik@gmail.com

Shop “Temp”
12 Papanina St.
Vinnitsya, Vinnitsya Region 21001
(043)226-10-16, (096)634-90-08 
irina.irina.9008@gmail.com

Online store Zamky
32 Hlibna St.
Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Region 10029
(041)251-78-36, (097)991-64-07 
zamkizhitomir@gmail.com 

Shop “Zamok”
93 Grushevskogo St.
Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Region 10029
(093) 323-19-39 
salon@3amok.com.ua
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ZAPORIZHZHIA REGION

LVIV REGION

MYKOLAIV REGION

ODESA REGION

POLTAVA REGION

Shop Locks Keys Handles
62 Nezalezhnoyi Ukrayini St.
Zaporizhzhia, 
Zaporizhzhia Region 69035
(061)213-52-48

LLC Hefele Ukraine
200 Bogdana Hmelnitskogo St.
Lviv, Lviv Region 79037
(032)235-15-53 
info@hafeleshop.com.ua 
Iryna.Khuda@hafele.ua 

Shop “Yakisni zamky”
36 Schiretska St., 
Shopping center “Budmarket”
Lviv, Lviv Region 79071
(032)295-26-84, (067)720-66-36 
igorvoitovyh@gmail.com

TC Basis
81/24 Elektronna St.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54031
(051)258-23-77, (051)258-24-77, 
(067)514-24-25 
dveselovsky@bazistk.com.ua 

Shop Master Lock
28 Tsentralniy Ave.
Mykolaiv, Mykolaiv Region 54029
(051)258-22-22, (067)733-80-31, 
(066)647-42-91 
masterlock@i.ua

Celeste Trade
Odesa, Odesa Region
(048)737-58-65, (067)922-07-75, 
(095)845-61-71 
celeste.trade@celeste.com.ua

Interior-shop Joker
2 Kontr-Admirala Lunina St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65010
(048)787-69-37 
jokerodessa@i.ua 

Shop Arles Stroimag
21/49 Bugayivska St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65005
(098)750-75-76, (093)581-73-73, 
(095)589-76-76 
servise@arles.com.ua 

Red lock
59-V Akademika Vilyamsa St.
Odesa, Odesa Region 65038
(048)796-93-30 
info@redlock.com.ua

Shop Broniovyk
62 Shevchenka St.
Poltava, Poltava Region 36011
(097)415-71-91, (066)993-13-68 
bronevik.pl@gmail.com

ZAKARPATTIA REGION
Interior-salon Komplekt
25-E Beregivska-Ob’yizna St.
Mukachevo,
Zakarpattia Region 89600
(096)714-44-11, (099)928-88-02, 
(066)905-58-47 
onlybrend@gmail.com 
besa13@ukr.net 

Shop “Frezer”
10 Mira St.
Mukachevo, 
Zakarpattia Region 89600
(067)157-70-05 
info@frezer.in.ua

phone: +38(067)480-21-50
               +38(093)654-13-65
fax:       +38(048)737-77-60
Interior-shop Titan
135 Tolbuhina St., Shopping center “Megadom”
Odesa, Odesa Region 65080Store
Grand Shop
12-A Serednofontanska St., 
Shopping center “Hypermarket of doors”
Odesa, Odesa Region 65039
e-mail: svbelokurenko@gmail.com
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Palladium-Ukraine
64-A Moskovskiy Ave.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61001
(057)732-95-25, (050)323-06-51 
palladium@palladium.ua

Ukrinvest 3000
18-G Otakara Yarosha St., Of. 207
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61045
(050)405-11-47 
wwwsale@ui.kh.ua
borsuk@ui.kh.ua

  Interior-shop Modus 
  27 Moskovskiy Ave.
  Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61003
  (057)731-62-09, (067)324-63-11 
  alex-lockspoint@yandex.ua 

Shop Locks-Hardware
O. Stasovoyi St., 
Shopping center “Barabashovo”
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61161
(050)325-65-55, (067)589-46-36, 
(050)680-09-49 
mongooselock@mail.ru

Online store Zamki.kharkov.ua
O. Stasovoyi St., Shopping center 
“Barabashovo”, store 21-01-278
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61161
(097)708-73-78, (066)940-45-00, 
(063)948-75-25 
zamki.zakaz@gmail.com 

Online store FZB
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region
(057)764-47-76, (067)571-38-00, 
(050)773-35-55 
f.z.b.786@mail.ru 

ProfitLock
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region
(057)780-85-00 
info@profitlock.com.ua 

Online Store APECS
23 Melnikova St.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61002
(057)706-47-96, (098)824-60-17 
hline@apecs.com.ua 

Online store VTV
55 Peremogi Ave.
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61174
(097)407-17-40 
ekf@ukr.net 

TM BARRERA
68 Zagorodnya St., Of. 317
Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61054
vsezamki@ukr.net 
(057)717-05-55, (050)400-33-43 

  
  Shop Kedr & Class
  46 Halturina St.
  Kharkiv, Kharkiv Region 61038
  (063)456-78-90 
  andriy.prykhodko2016@gmail.com

Furniture fitters Catalog of companies

KHARKIV REGION

KHMELNYTSKIY REGION
PE Zamok 2015
48 Geroyiv Maydanu St.
Khmelnytskyi, 
Khmelnytskyi Region 29001
(067)122-65-32 
lock2015@email.ua 

«Zamkova Moda»
1 Geroyiv Maydanu St.
Khmelnytskyi, 
Khmelnytskyi Region 29001
(038)265-35-73,(067)383-23-76 
pso@ic.km.ua 

CHERKASY REGION
Online store ELITLOCK
213 Blagovisna St. 
Cherkasy, Cherkasy Region 18000
(097)321-46-43, (093)499-59-01, 
(050)277-44-07 
korn8881@ukr.net
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www.ldr.com.ua

Mandatory pre-registration. Participation is paid.
For more information on participation and affiliate packages, please contact: (093) 501 65 46 – Tetiana.

Leaders of the door market
The next meeting of the leaders of the door market will 

be on February 23, 2018.

Register!


